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</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPDC</td>
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<tr>
<td>UN</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFPA</td>
<td>United Nations Population Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDP</td>
<td>Union Solidarity and Development Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCRC</td>
<td>Women and Child Sub-Committee (of MNHRC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Constitution</td>
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Executive Summary

In late 2013, the Government of Burma/Myanmar (“the Government”) issued a National Strategic Action Plan for the Advancement of Women 2013-2022 (NSPAW) based in part on its obligations under the Convention to End All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). Heralded as a “historic and essential step towards substantive equality between women and men,” NSPAW was released amidst a flurry of other governmental plans, strategies, promises, and actions ostensibly aimed at transforming the country into a democracy. However, conspicuously missing from these reforms, including NSPAW, were deeper systemic overhauls of the many legal, political, cultural and socio-economic barriers to the full enjoyment of human rights in Burma which must underpin any true democracy.

The issuance of NSPAW invites assessment of the state of gender equality in Burma, the prospects for NSPAW’s success in meeting its goals, and a comparison between NSPAW and Burma’s international legal obligations under CEDAW. Taking note of the need for such an assessment, as well as the opportunities presented by the forthcoming review of Burma by the CEDAW Committee in July 2016, this report by the Global Justice Center (GJC) and Leitner Center for International Law and Justice (Leitner Center) evaluates NSPAW against the reality for women on the ground in Burma and the Government’s legal obligations under CEDAW.

In short, the critical analysis in this report reveals that NSPAW’s provisions are aspirational and ambiguous, without clear guidance on implementation or benchmarks for meaningful evaluation. This report further demonstrates how NSPAW fails to meaningfully grapple with the structural barriers precluding gender equality—including the 2008 Constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, decades of armed conflict and the continuing power of the military, antiquated laws and legal frameworks, and the difference between discrimination “in law” and discrimination “in effect”—all of which must be addressed in order to achieve substantive gender equality in Burma.

As this report shows, at its best NSPAW is an inadequate and amorphous effort to improve women’s experience in Burma without disruption to long-embedded power structures that insulate the country’s male-dominated elite. At its worst, NSPAW is a deceptive document that pays lip service to Burma’s CEDAW and other human rights obligations while actually entrenching gender inequality. Either way, NSPAW suffers from critical shortcomings related to its conceptualization, substantive content, and implementation. Specifically, this report identifies three ways that NSPAW falls short: (1) flawed conceptual foundation, in particular due to its incorporation of and reliance on existing systematic barriers to equality including the 2008 Constitution; (2) lack of practical, action-oriented provisions, as evidenced by the fact that two years after the issuance of NSPAW, no implementation plans have been developed or produced; and (3) absence of accountability through monitoring and evaluation.

Ultimately, NSPAW poses the threat of complacency—both on the part of the Government regarding the treatment of women and girls, as well as on the part of the international community in failing to critically evaluate the Government’s claims of progress. NSPAW is one plan of many in a pattern of cursory improvements to a deeply flawed system. It is GJC and the Leitner Center’s hope that this report, and in particular its recommendations, is a useful tool for all actors working in Burma, including the Government and civil society, to meaningfully address and challenge gender inequality in the country, including through the forthcoming CEDAW review.

Importantly, this report is not intended to be a comprehensive appraisal of women’s rights in Burma and instead examines certain salient substantive areas raised by the interaction of NSPAW, CEDAW and the current state of affairs. Similarly, the report only generally touches on the intense interconnectedness of the issues (e.g. decades on conflict implicate instability in women’s education and professional opportunities, which affect women’s opportunities to participate in political processes, which complicates the ability to earnestly address health, violence, and cultural issues only affecting women). However, we hope the report’s analytical framework can serve as a template for the meaningful consideration of the status of women in Burma through the lens of CEDAW.
The report is organized by substantive issue area, with reference to the articles of CEDAW addressing that issue (e.g., Adoption of a Legal Definition of Discrimination (Articles 1, 2); Women and Education (Article 10); Eliminating Negative Practices, Stereotypes, and Media Portrayals (Articles 5, 15 and General Recommendation 21). Each substantive section of the report is broken up into four smaller sections covering: (1) Burma’s legal obligations under CEDAW; (2) the current situation on the ground in Burma; (3) analysis of NSPAW in light of CEDAW and the current situation; and (4) recommendations for the Government to bring itself into full compliance with CEDAW and to meet its commitment to gender equality.
ADOPTION OF A LEGAL DEFINITION OF DISCRIMINATION

- Clearly and affirmatively embody in law the principle of equality between men and women, and pursue, by all appropriate means and without delay, the practical realization of that principle.

ACCESS TO JUSTICE

- Enforce prohibitions against gender-based discrimination, provide redress, reparation, and compensation for victims and hold perpetrators accountable for their actions.

PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN DECISION-MAKING

- Ensure that women can access public and political decision-making opportunities without discrimination in law or in effect.

END VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

- Take all appropriate measures to eliminate violence against women by any person, organization, or enterprise, including violence that occurs within the family.

CONFLICT & POST-CONFLICT SETTINGS

- (1) Protection against sexual violence during and after armed conflicts;
- (2) Ensuring perpetrators of sexual violence are brought to justice;
- (3) Promoting the full participation of women in formal peacemaking and post-conflict reconstruction.

Burma’s CEDAW obligations
**COMBAT NEGATIVE STEREOTYPES & PORTRAYALS**

Combat negative stereotypes against women to ensure their equal status within society as a general matter and to make advances in each of CEDAW’s other substantive areas.

---

**ELIMINATE MULTIPLE FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION**

Eliminate discriminatory laws and policies and accelerate the achievement of substantive equality through the use of temporary special measures.

---

**PRECISE AND DISAGGREGATED DATA**

Precise and disaggregated data is crucial for assessing the extent to which women enjoy the equality guarantees at the heart of CEDAW.

---

**HEALTH**

Take a deliberate and comprehensive approach to ensuring women’s equal and non-discriminatory access to health care.

---

**EDUCATION**

The elimination of discrimination that prevents women and girls from accessing education of all levels and types—including formal, non-formal, and vocational training.

---

**EMPLOYMENT**

Ensure that women have equal opportunities with men regarding their choice of profession and employment, guaranteeing women’s rights to equal remuneration for work of equal value, social security, and protection of health and safety in the workplace.
1. INTRODUCTION TO CEDAW

Women throughout the world are subject to fundamental inequalities and discrimination both in law and in practice, due in part to the survival of patriarchal stereotypes and beliefs. In the fight to achieve gender equality and combat discrimination, women can face a broad array of obstacles: the lack of a gender-inclusive definition of discrimination in law, informal and formal barriers to justice mechanisms, unequal treatment in the workplace, or even simply the absence of comprehensive and disaggregated data on the experience of women. The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (“CEDAW”) was designed to address these issues and to remove obstacles that discriminate against women and prevent women’s equal enjoyment of rights in society.

CEDAW is the only international human rights treaty to exclusively address women; as such, it is an essential instrument for advocates working to ensure gender equality around the world. It was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1979 and to date, 188 countries (“States parties”) have ratified CEDAW, including Burma in 1997. CEDAW brings together, in a legally binding form, internationally accepted principles on the rights of women in all societies. CEDAW’s provisions reflect two complementary, but distinct purposes: (1) to eliminate discrimination against women; and (2) to guarantee women the “exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms on a basis of equality with men.” In order to achieve those purposes, CEDAW requires that States parties take steps to ensure both de jure (in law or formal) and de facto (in effect or substantive) equality as well as eliminate both direct discrimination and indirect (unintended) discrimination, also known as discrimination in effect. Its requirements apply to States parties’ public actions, laws, and policies, and require sanctions on acts of private actors, including within the family, community, and commercial arenas. Notably, CEDAW does not allow for derogation in times of public emergency and States parties’ obligations are not to be subjugated to concerns of national security or public order and health.

In order to comply with CEDAW, States parties must not only change laws and policies but also change the social and cultural norms within their borders to eliminate prejudices and practices based on ideas of inferiority or superiority of either sex. This broad mandate affords States parties the flexibility to determine how best to give effect to CEDAW within their own legal systems. Still, the Convention is explicit in its recognition of the goal of actual, as well as legal,
equality—and of the need for temporary special measures to achieve that goal. Simply put, CEDAW requires States parties to transform their governments, economies, communities, and families to achieve full gender equality.

Periodically, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (the “Committee”) issues General Recommendations providing analysis and understanding of CEDAW’s various mandates and offering broad-based guidance to States parties (and other interested entities) on how to implement these mandates. Typically, General Recommendations reflect the Committee’s concerns about States parties’ implementation of CEDAW and ensure consistency in the application of CEDAW requirements. To date, the Committee has adopted 30 General Recommendations. Their subject matter varies from the working methods of the Committee to interpretations of the substantive articles of CEDAW. The General Recommendations that address substantive articles are considered the guiding authority for clarifying State parties’ obligations to uphold specific rights.

States parties’ progress in implementing their obligations under CEDAW is monitored by the Committee. This is done principally through periodic examination of States parties based on reports by national and international non-governmental organizations. This process results in a report, called Concluding Observations, which details concerns and makes recommendations to the State party under review. The Concluding Observations are narrow, applying only to the specific issues relevant to the conditions within a particular State. Importantly, they allow the Committee to identify priorities, practices, and obstacles to progress that it considers contrary to CEDAW mandates.

In January 2015, the Government submitted its combined fourth and fifth periodic report to the Committee on its progress in implementation of state obligations under CEDAW. This periodic report, which will be a critical foundation of the Government’s next review by the Committee, repeatedly references its “National Strategic Plan for the Advancement of Women” (NSPAW) as a mechanism for implementing its CEDAW obligations to eliminate discrimination against women and guarantee the exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms by women on an equal basis with men. Notably, however, several key areas the periodic report echo NSPAW’s lack of specificity and practical detail concerning implementation of CEDAW-related obligations, as further described in later sections of this report.
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2. BACKGROUND ON BURMA
From 1962 to 2011, Burma was ruled by a military junta that brutally repressed citizens’ rights and crushed dissent, especially in ethnic areas. The “rule of law” was dictated entirely by the military, which closed Burma off from the rest of the world, economically and politically. Burma experienced intense economic polarity, with crushing poverty for the vast majority of citizens and economic prosperity for the military and its cronies. The military junta committed rampant human rights abuses and denied basic human rights and political freedoms, while relying on indiscriminate and open-ended detention to punish dissent. While these abuses were widespread, women suffered disproportionately. The combination of male-dominated repressive military rule and traditional cultural patriarchy had insidious and pervasive long-term negative effects on women’s health, well-being and welfare, ability to participate in politics and decision-making, educational, economic and employment opportunities, and overall equality. Ethnic conflict, which continues to this day, further militarized society and limited women’s economic, political and social choices. In 2011, the military installed a “civilian” government and instituted a process of reform as part of a carefully-orchestrated plan to continue military rule under the guise of democracy. Certain reforms have improved, marginally, the lives of people in Burma but no reforms have addressed or dismantled the legal and structural barriers that prevent true democracy and gender equality from taking hold in Burma.

2.1 EARLY HISTORY
Burma contains well over one hundred ethnic groups. The British used this ethnic division to their advantage during colonial rule, which began in the lower part of Burma in 1824 and extended to the entire country in 1886. This divided mind-set still prevails and contributes to many of Burma’s ethnic conflicts today. Burma gained independence from the British in 1947, due in part to the leadership of General Aung San, who earned the trust of ethnic nationalities. However, six months before the country’s scheduled independence, Aung San was assassinated, throwing Burma into political turmoil that eventually spiraled into armed ethnic conflict and civil war. From 1948 to 1962, Burma was governed by an increasingly unstable parliamentary democracy. In 1962, General Ne Win, claiming fear of national disintegration and communist insurgency, executed a military takeover—the first of several staged in the name of national unity.

2.2 MILITARY RULE
From 1962 to 1988, General Ne Win led a one-party Socialist political system that governed Burma by suppressing dissent, holding citizens it deemed a threat in harsh and life-threatening conditions, and routinely using (incommunicado) detention, often for years. The Government also monitored the movements and communications of people, searched homes arbitrarily and without warrants, and imprisoned its critics. Laws were passed limiting privacy and restricting the freedoms of speech, press, assembly, association, religion, and movement. Judges were political appointees and the integrity of the legal profession deteriorated.

On August 8, 1988, Burma erupted in a series of public demonstrations protesting extreme political oppression and economic hardships. These peaceful demonstrations were violently crushed by army troops who fired on the unarmed crowds, killing an estimated 3,000 protesters throughout the country. Thousands more were arrested and jailed.

In response to the international condemnation following this massacre and to quell the unrest, the military imposed martial law on September 18, 1988. Calling itself the State Law and Order Restoration Council (“SLORC”), the new junta changed the country’s name from Burma to Myanmar, allowed new political parties to be formed, and called for a multi-party election. The election held in May 1990 was seemingly free and fair, as the main opposition party, the National League for Democracy (“NLD”), won a landslide victory, securing 392 out of 485 seats in parliament.
The total population figures include both the enumerated population and the estimated population (1,206,353) that was not counted during the 2014 Census.

Data from the 2014 Census has been contested. See Section 4.11.2 for more information.
leader of the NLD was, and is, General Aung San’s daughter, Aung San Suu Kyi. However, the election results were never honored; instead, opposition leaders were arrested and Aung San Suu Kyi was placed under house arrest. The junta claimed that transfer of power to a civilian government could not occur until a new constitution was brought into effect.

It took until 1993 to convene a constitutional convention ("National Convention"), with the majority of delegates hand-picked by the junta. The junta instructed the delegates to be guided by six basic principles, one of which was to ensure that the military would occupy a prominent "national political leadership role" in the future. The National Convention convened only periodically from 1993 to 2007 and was unexpectedly suspended several times between 1993-1995 due to dissent from ethnic parties and the NLD. While the NLD initially sent delegates to the National Convention, it withdrew them in November 1995 to protest the undemocratic nature of the drafting process. In 1996, the regime issued a sweeping law making public criticism of the National Convention illegal and punishable by prison sentences of up to 20 years.

The National Convention was not reconvened again until May 2004, as a result of then-Prime Minister General Khin Nyunt’s announcement of a "Seven Steps Policy Program of the State," commonly referred to as the "Roadmap to Democracy." This "Roadmap" was an "obvious (but doomed) attempt to neutralize international opprobrium" that existed because of the government’s assumed responsibility for an attack on Aung San Suu Kyi.

The document ultimately put forth by the National Convention, the Constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar (the "2008 Constitution"), grants the military complete legal autonomy, placing it outside of any civilian oversight by the executive or legislative branches. Furthermore, the 2008 Constitution gives power over Burma’s executive and legislative branches to the National Defense and Security Council, a military council under the control of the Commander-in-Chief of Burma’s military (also known as the Defense Services). It also grants former and current Government officials immunity for any misdeeds in office, allows the military complete control over its own affairs, and gives the Commander-in-Chief final and conclusive authority over all matters of military justice.

The 2008 Constitution further grants the military the right to appoint 25% of national parliamentarians and certain key ministers. Because constitutional amendments require more than a 75% vote, this guarantees the military a veto over any constitutional amendments thereby limiting the parliament’s ability to enact amendments contrary to the military’s interests. The 2008 Constitution, therefore, does not reflect democratic ideals so much as present a new "constitutional" template for military involvement in all aspects of the body politic. It legitimizes the presence of the military at all levels of government, rather than ushering in a system of democratic representation or establishing the rule of law. The resulting polity is therefore "long on discipline, and short on democracy."

After international outrage over the brutal repression of peaceful protests led by Buddhist monks in September 2007, which came to be known as the "Saffron Revolution," the junta announced that a national referendum on the 2008 Constitution would be held in May 2008. The lead-up to the referendum vote was rife with reports of intimidation, threats, and misinformation. Just one week before the scheduled vote, Cyclone Nargis hit Burma, killing an estimated 140,000 people and leaving an additional 2.4 million impacted by the loss of their homes or economic livelihood. The junta declined to postpone the referendum, despite the devastation and massive humanitarian needs. The reported results of the election—92.48% approval of the referendum with over 99% voter turnout—were considered impossible under the circumstances.

2.3 TRANSITION TO QUASI-CIVILIAN GOVERNMENT

After the “adoption” of the 2008 Constitution, elections were held in November 2010. The military-backed Union Solidarity and Development Party ("USDP") won about 85% of elected parliamentary seats, perhaps not surprising given the allegations of voting irregularities, corruption and coercion, and the passing of regulations favoring mili-
tary-backed candidates. These seats, together with the non-elected 25% of seats reserved for military appointees, gave the military a strong foothold in Parliament. The President of this new “civilian” government is an ex-general, ex-Prime Minister of the former military junta, and the chair of the National Convention that carefully drafted the 2008 Constitution to ensure permanent military rule in Burma. Numerous ex-military officers populated the most powerful positions in the civilian government, demonstrating that reform in Burma today is part of a carefully-orchestrated plan by the military to legitimize itself under the guise of “democratization.”

Since the civilian Government took power in 2011, Burma has experienced certain limited improvements with respect to fundamental human rights and freedoms. The new Government has taken steps towards opening up the economy, unshackling the press, promoting access to the internet, and consolidating peace agreements with armed ethnic groups. The limited reforms focus on readying Burma’s economy for foreign investment rather than securing civil liberties and the rule of law. In a telling example of the Government’s priorities, old laws used to repress civil liberties remain on the books and the Government, somewhat capriciously, continues to use them to assert its authority.

Recently, these Government crackdowns have led some observers to lament the “backtracking” on reforms. Even though the Government’s sincerity about transforming society and truly transitioning to democracy is open to debate, one thing is irrefutable: after years of reforms, significant economic, political, and social problems remain. Burma continues to experience widespread poverty and underdevelopment; a lack of administrative and institutional capacity; a governing system without true accountability and transparency; ongoing ethnic conflict; continued human rights abuses, including sexual violence, by military forces; and pervasive gender inequality.

Parliamentary Democracy government

Military regime

Independence from United Kingdom

Military coup led by General Ne Win

Brutal military repression of peaceful nationwide protests. More than 3,000 protesters estimated killed and thousands arrested.

Military formally retakes power as the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) and calls for multi-party election in the face of international condemnation of August 8, 1988 (8-8-88) repression.
2.4  ETHNIC CONFLICT WITH THE MILITARY

For decades, the Government has engaged in armed conflict with numerous ethnic and political rebel groups. During the reign of the military junta, the military cracked down on ethnic insurgency forces and targeted ethnic people and their political and military organizations. Allegations of mass human rights abuses against the ethnic communities at the hands of the military abounded (and persist even today). The imposition of killings, rapes, forced labor, forced relocation, extortion, land and food requisitions, and restrictions on access to fields and markets had a devastating and destabilizing impact on ethnic populations. Women and girls in ethnic areas were subjected to sexual violence by the military and rape was (and is) used as a tactic of war and oppression. It is estimated that decades of ethnic strife has caused tens of thousands of deaths, mass displacement and devastating social and economic costs for ethnic groups.

The new government has professed its desire to secure peace agreements with ethnic groups. Towards this end, the international community has committed its assistance and resources, by helping to establish the Myanmar Peace Centre in 2012. In March 2015, the Government signed a draft nationwide ceasefire with ethnic groups and to date, it has signed individual ceasefires with 14 of 16 ethnic armed groups. However, the draft ceasefire is simply a general outline, and therefore only a preliminary step towards comprehensive national reconciliation. The peace process is proceeding slowly and "conflict persists alongside developments in peace talks."
2.5 WOMEN IN BURMA

Society in Burma considers men to be “natural” heads of the family and, as a result, “leaders” of society. Women, on the other hand, are seen as the standard bearers of traditions and culture, and as nurturers who are subordinate to men. Religious beliefs, cultural superstitions, age-old customs and a backlash against colonialism have resulted in a nationalist movement geared toward upholding traditional values in Burma, including patriarchy. Male leaders hold protectionist attitudes toward women that in turn reinforce the belief that women should defer to men. Successive military and military-backed governments have also employed protectionist attitudes to reinforce their own authority over women. For example, government organized non-governmental organizations ("GONGO"s) focusing on women, such as the Myanmar Women’s Affairs Federation (MWAF) and the Myanmar National Committee for Women’s Affairs (MNCWA), are led by men, or the wives of high-ranking members of the military, and focus on programs that foster women’s protection (by men) rather than women’s empowerment. These organizations have been the focal point for implementing the equality initiatives required by CEDAW.

Women have historically been excluded from political decision-making in Burma, since politics is “not conducive to their nature.” As a result, promulgated laws and government policies recognize the basic principle of equality for citizens, but not the need to create measures to ensure the political, social, cultural and economic changes necessary to bring about substantive equality for, and eliminate discrimination against, women. Due to the successive government’s failure to promote equality and the status of women, many indicators demonstrate the male predominance and female subordination throughout Burma. In fact, the 2014 gender-related indices (Gender Development Index “GDI” and Gender Inequality Index “GII”) used by the United Nations to capture inequalities in achievement between men and women ranks Burma at 150 of 187 countries.

Moreover, the increasing militarization of Burma since 1962 has undermined women’s ability to participate in political, economic and social life and therefore limited their access to positions of power. The number of women involved in politics has always been extremely small, about 2% during the socialist regime from 1962 to 1988 and none in government high level positions during military rule from 1988 to 2011. Even in the democratic elections held in 1990, women won only 3% of the 485 available seats.

Currently, the situation for women is not much improved. As of February 2015, women accounted for only 4.8% of combined seats in the upper and lower houses of the national legislature (the Amyotha Hluttaw and the Pyithu Hluttaw, respectively). Furthermore, as of June 2014, women only made up 2.8% of seats at state and regional government levels, 0% of administrators at township levels, and only 0.3% of village heads. Moreover, only two out of 33 federal ministers are women. In another troubling indication, few women are involved in current peace talks and are primarily present only as observers. As a result, the peace process avoids issues of concern to women who are particularly affected by the conflicts.

The law in Burma does not sufficiently promote and protect women’s rights to substantive equality. Sources of law in the current system are: the 2008 Constitution, customary law, statutory law, and English common law. Most of the laws that relate specifically to women are outdated, such as the Penal Code of 1860, and many are disadvantageous and discriminatory towards women. Frequently, laws treat women as incapable of independent action and judgment on issues that concern them. One particularly troubling example of this attitude is the current slate of “Laws on the Protection of Race and Religion” that will deeply entrench gender discrimination and will clearly violate CEDAW.

Finally, another obstacle is that women often lack knowledge about legal rights and lack confidence in the integrity of the legal system.

Over the past six decades, the military junta’s economic and social policies have had a particularly detrimental impact on women. The Government’s failure to provide adequate educational, health and social services placed heavy bur-
dens on women, particularly those living in rural and ethnic minority areas where women bear the burden of providing for themselves and families. Traditionally, the budgetary allocation for health and education ranged from 1.3% to 3% of GDP compared with the 20% to 30% of GDP devoted to the male-dominated military. This underinvestment directly impacted women resulting in, amongst other things, high maternal and infant mortality rates. Overall poverty, coupled with cultural, institutional and legal discrimination against women, has precluded women from active and equal participation in society.

Since 2011, the Government has undertaken certain limited democratic reforms and professes a dedication to improving the status of women. However, the Government’s characterization of these reforms and laws needs to be carefully considered. For example, in its 2015 report to the Committee, the Government asserted that “8 laws related to women’s rights have been amended or enacted.” An examination of these laws reveals that only one specifically relates to women; the rest of the laws are general protections for certain categories of people in Burma, such as laborers. Therefore, these laws cannot rightly be described as fulfilling a CEDAW obligation to eliminate discrimination and ensure equality for women in Burma. Furthermore, despite shows of progress, women continue to be marginalized in society and largely excluded from politics and the peace process. It is clear, then, that women’s status will not improve unless the Government fully and comprehensively addresses the structural, societal, cultural and legal causes of deeply-rooted gender inequality in Burma.

One showcase Government effort to improve women’s status has been the development of a NSPAW, which has been touted as a comprehensive plan to eliminate endemic inequality in Burma. NSPAW, however, will not succeed unless its implementation comprehensively addresses the fundamental legal, social, political and economic barriers to substantive equality, sets forth specific implementation mechanisms, and establishes adequate monitoring systems. NSPAW as it currently stands fails to meet any of these standards of success. NSPAW’s shortcomings are discussed further in the following section.
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3. Introduction to Myanmar's National Strategic Plan for the Advancement of Women

On October 3, 2013, the Government unveiled NSPAW, proclaiming it a “comprehensive” ten-year plan embodying its “commitment to promoting and protecting the human rights of women” in Burma. NSPAW was officially issued through the Department of Social Welfare, a division of Burma’s Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement. Framed as “an ambitious yet achievable” plan for progress towards women’s equality from 2013 to 2022 in 12 “Key Priority Areas,” NSPAW’s stated objectives are to ensure that “[a]ll women in [Burma] are empowered and able to fully enjoy their rights with the support of” the Government of Burma, and to enable the creation of “systems, structures and practices . . . for the advancement of women, gender equality, and the realization of women’s rights.”

In structuring NSPAW as a framework for achieving these objectives, the Government cites both domestic and international law as NSPAW’s primary foundations. With respect to domestic law, NSPAW is intended to ensure that women are able to “fully enjoy their rights in accordance with the features of the Constitution.” In regards to international law, NSPAW is based on the principles of CEDAW (which the Government ratified in 1997) and the 12 priority areas outlined under the Beijing Platform for Action (adopted at the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995). In fact, NSPAW’s 12 Key Priority Areas closely track the 12 priority concerns of the Beijing Platform for Action, namely:

- “The persistent and increasing burden of poverty on women” (referred to in NSPAW as “Women and Livelihoods”);
- “Inequalities and inadequacies in and unequal access to education and training” (referred to in NSPAW as “Women, Education, and Training”);
- “Inequalities and inadequacies in and unequal access to health care and related services” (referred to in NSPAW as “Women and Health”);
- “Violence against women” (referred to in NSPAW as “Violence Against Women”);
- “The effects of armed or other kinds of conflict on women” (referred to in NSPAW as “Women and Emergencies”);
- “Inequality in economic structures and policies, in all forms of productive activities and in access to resources” (referred to in NSPAW as “Women and the Economy”);
- “Inequality between men and women in the sharing of power and decision making at all levels” (referred to in NSPAW as “Women and Decision-Making”);
- “Insufficient mechanisms at all levels to promote the advancement of women” (referred to in NSPAW as “Institutional Mechanisms for the Advancement of Women”);
- “Lack of respect for and inadequate promotion and protection of the human rights of women” (referred to in NSPAW as “Women and Human Rights”);
- “Stereotyping of women and inequality in women’s access to and participation in all communication systems, especially in the media” (referred to in NSPAW as “Women and the Media”);
- “Gender inequalities in the management of natural resources and in the safeguarding of the environment” (referred to in NSPAW as “Women and the Environment”); and
- “Persistent discrimination against and violation of the rights of the girl child” (referred to in NSPAW as “The Girl Child”).
These three legal frameworks—the 2008 Constitution, CEDAW, and the Beijing Platform for Action—constitute NS-PAW’s foundation.  

For each of NSPAW’s Key Priority Areas, four broad categories of action are outlined—“Research and Surveys,” including thematic areas requiring fact-gathering and analysis; “Awareness Raising,” including issues and situations requiring greater public awareness and sensitivity; “Implementation,” outlining actions and aims for implementation by government agencies; and “Budget and Policy Making,” outlining resource allocation goals and objectives. Importantly, general references to implementation of Burma’s international obligations, particularly those under CEDAW, are mentioned throughout NSPAW.

As for implementation, NSPAW references the establishment of a NSPAW Management Committee under the guidance of the Myanmar National Committee for Women’s Affairs (MNCWA). NSPAW also calls for the establishment of sub-committees for each of the 12 Key Priority Areas comprised of relevant ministry representatives and related stakeholders. The NSPAW Management Committee is charged with developing a five-year “Operational Plan” to “coordinate and prioritize implementation of strategic policies, plans and legislative reforms” developed by the working groups for each of the respective Key Priority Areas, and to oversee governmental implementation at all levels, including national, state and regional, and township. Importantly, in its own words, NSPAW’s implementation involves, “development of partnerships and coordinating mechanisms that are inclusive of a broad range of stakeholders” including, among others, national and international NGOs and UN monitoring bodies.

While NSPAW constitutes a welcome step towards implementing Burma’s obligations to eliminate discrimination against women and ensure equality, NSPAW suffers from critical shortcomings related to its conceptualization, substantive content, and implementation plan. Specifically:

- **Flawed conceptual foundation:** NSPAW’s legal foundation incorporates intrinsic, systemic barriers and shortcomings preventing the realization of substantive gender equality in Burma, as required by international law. In particular, because it relies on the 2008 Constitution as one of its primary pillars, NSPAW legitimizes constitutional provisions that explicitly legalize gender discrimination and preserves constitutionally-mandated military power structures that preclude substantive equality. Additionally, NSPAW fails to adequately reflect the scope and nature of Burma’s international commitments to eliminate gender discrimination and ensure equality, including those under CEDAW.

- **Lack of practical, action-oriented provisions:** NSPAW lacks articulation of precise and specific practical actions to be undertaken by the Government to achieve both substantive gender equality and eliminate discrimination in law and in effect. Containing lofty, aspirational language describing women’s rights and empowerment, NSPAW too often lacks description of actual, meaningful steps (through law or other appropriate avenues) to be taken by the Government. Furthermore, two years after the issuance of NSPAW, no implementation plans have been developed or produced.

- **Absence of accountability through monitoring and evaluation:** NSPAW contains virtually no specificity with regard to measurable outputs and benchmarks for monitoring and evaluation of NSPAW implementation. Moreover, NSPAW does not clearly articulate the duties and obligations of any individuals or administrative bodies charged with NSPAW implementation, nor does it contain any specific commitments to provide and allocate adequate funding and resources, which are essential for proper monitoring and evaluation of NSPAW implementation.

Ultimately, the issuance of NSPAW invites assessments of the state of gender equality in Burma, the prospects for NSPAW’s success in meeting its goals, and a comparison between NSPAW and Burma’s international legal obligations under CEDAW.
Progress Tracker for Key Priority Areas as of September 2015

**RESEARCH AND SURVEYS**
- 58 surveys focusing on the key priority areas

**BUDGET & POLICY MAKING**
- Resource Allocation Plan to be developed
- Respective ministries to submit required budget to Union government
**NSPAW Management Committee**

- develop a 5 year **Operational Plan** to coordinate and prioritise the implementation of strategic policies, plans and legislative reforms developed by Task Forces for each of the 12 NSPAW Priority Areas.

**Operational Plan**

- identify the structures and mechanisms for management and implementation at all government levels.
- define the role of Parliament and the Judiciary in implementation.
- linked to other government national plans, such as National Health Plan, National Strategic Plan for Reproductive Health and National Action Plan for Children.
- accompanied by a Resource Allocation Plan that states the amount earmarked by the government and the amount sought from donors and other stakeholders.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

- Establish NSPAW Management Committee
- Establish a 5 year Operation Plan to be reviewed periodically
- Identify structures and mechanisms for management and implementation
- Identify the role of parliament and judiciary in implementation
- Develop partnerships with stakeholders

- Establish sub-committees for each Key Priority Area
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4. ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 ADOPTION OF A LEGAL DEFINITION OF DISCRIMINATION (ARTICLES 1, 2)

4.1.1 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

A fundamental obligation of every State party under CEDAW is to ensure that the principle of equality between men and women is clearly and affirmatively embodied in law, and to pursue, by all appropriate means and without delay, the practical realization of that principle.1 Under CEDAW, State parties must enact, at a minimum, formal legal frameworks to ensure equality as a matter of law (de jure equality).2 In addition, CEDAW requires State parties to ensure de facto or substantive equality, by improving the actual position of women through concrete and effective laws, policies and programs.3 To achieve substantive equality, therefore, women must be “empowered by an enabling environment to achieve equality of results.”4 In other words, women must actually experience equality and enjoy the same opportunities as men in all spheres, even if that requires non-identical treatment of men and women.5

To ensure substantive equality for women, CEDAW obligates State parties to eliminate all forms of discrimination against women, which are “two different but equally important goals.”6 CEDAW recognizes the need to eliminate direct discrimination as well as indirect discrimination. Legal tribunals, sanctions, and remedies must protect women from both types of discrimination, whether arising from law, policies, procedures, or practice and whether resulting from public or private actors.7

A critical first step towards achieving these goals is the adoption of a legal definition of discrimination against women, in conformity with CEDAW, within a State party’s national constitution or other appropriate legislation.8 CEDAW explicitly incorporates the notion of substantive equality by defining discrimination as “any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.”9 States parties are under an obligation to eliminate discrimination as defined by CEDAW.

The lack of a legal definition of discrimination against women in domestic law, including one that incorporates substantive equality, hinders the formulation, interpretation, and dissemination of laws and policies impacting the rights of women. This leaves the government, civil society actors, and international monitors without a critical benchmark for assessing progress on the elimination of discrimination against women. Moreover, without such a definition, victims of discrimination are left without fundamental guidance on how to engage the legal system, restricting their ability to access justice and leaving perpetrators of discrimination against women unaccountable for their actions.

4.1.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

Burma has not adopted a legal definition of discrimination against women in conformity with CEDAW within the 2008 Constitution, legislation, or other domestic legal framework. Certain articles of the 2008 Constitution mention the notion of equal rights for women and non-discrimination.10 However, even when considered together, these disparate provisions do not constitute a comprehensive definition of discrimination against women. The provisions do not encompass substantive equality or articulate a prohibition of discrimination against women in law and in effect, as required of all States parties under CEDAW.

The absence of a comprehensive CEDAW-conforming definition of discrimination against women is not the only critical shortcoming of the 2008 Constitution. In fact, the 2008 Constitution contains affirmative provisions that clearly constitute direct and indirect discrimination against women. For instance, Article 352 of the Constitution states that notwithstanding a prohibition against sex-based discrimination “in appointing or assigning duties to civil service per-
sonnel,” “nothing in this Section shall prevent appointment of men to the positions that are suitable for men only.” This explicitly and formally legalizes discrimination against women and perpetuates negative and limiting stereotypes about women. The Government attempted to legitimize this discrimination in the Combined Fourth and Fifth Periodic Reports to the CEDAW Committee, stating that “some placements are to positions that are suitable for men only in accordance with the situation of natural work-places (for example, in mining and petroleum), and women, therefore, cannot be appointed to those positions.” This statement fully displays the deeply-rooted discrimination and patriarchy that influences and governs policy-making and law in Burma.

Meanwhile, other constitutional provisions indirectly discriminate against women, thereby reinforcing gender inequality. Articles 109, 141 and 161 each mandate a specific quota of representatives directly appointed by Burma’s Defense Services. As described above in the “Background on Burma” section, women have only recently been allowed to serve actively in the military. After intense criticism, the military finally appointed two women as part of its constitutionally-mandated legislative quotas in January 2014, giving women a mere .01% of the overall military appointed seats. The mandated quota for members of the military clearly violates the prohibition on indirect discrimination, or discrimination in effect. It should also be noted that these military quotas not only limit women’s political participation, they also make amending the 2008 Constitution to include issues affecting women harder, since amendments require more than 75% approval.

The absence of adequate definitional language was raised in the Concluding Observations of the Committee following its review of Burma in 2008. Specifically, the Committee expressed concern that the 2008 Constitution did not “include an effective constitutional guarantee of substantive equality” and that the 2008 Constitution’s definition of discrimination was therefore not in accordance with CEDAW, and rejected the Government’s assertion that such a definition was not needed. Accordingly, the Committee called on Burma to consider including a strong substantive equality guarantee in the 2008 Constitution and amending existing definitions of discrimination to encompass both direct and indirect discrimination against women, as well as discrimination in the public and private spheres. The 2008 Constitution has not been amended since that review and thus, the Committee’s concerns have not been addressed.

4.1.3 Analysis of NSPAW

While NSPAW describes in several places the Government’s intent to “review, development, and application of laws, policies, and procedures...in accordance with CEDAW,” the document contains no discussion of adopting a legal definition of discrimination against women in conformance with CEDAW, through either constitutional or legislative reform. Indeed, NSPAW contains no direct discussion of constitutional or legislative provisions regarding definitions of gender discrimination, nor does it call for the removal of clearly discriminatory language in the 2008 Constitution. Without a definition of discrimination against women that specifically addresses both discrimination in law and discrimination in effect, Burma’s obligations to ensure both legal and substantive equality between men and women, as required under CEDAW, remain unmet. Most importantly, as explicitly requested by the Committee, the Government must ensure that any legal definition of discrimination against women includes the notion of substantive equality, in furtherance of its CEDAW obligation to improve the actual position of women.

The Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee also fails in this regard. Specifically, in the periodic report, the Government states that the 2008 Constitution is “the foundation of all existing laws, and includes a description of the principles of the constitution of a sovereign nation, civil rights and responsibilities,” specifically referring to gender-related language in Articles 348, 350, 351, 352, and 368. However, for the reasons described above, these disparate provisions do not constitute a comprehensive definition of discrimination against women in accordance with Burma’s CEDAW obligations. Moreover, while the periodic report references a commitment towards “enacting a separate law and rules related to the law in order to ensure women’s rights, equal opportunities for wom-
en, and non-discrimination,” there is no indication that such laws will include a definition of discrimination against women in accordance with Burma’s obligations under CEDAW.\textsuperscript{23}

To conform to CEDAW, the Government needs to adopt a legal definition of discrimination as required by CEDAW. Moreover, as evidenced by the clear examples of discrimination in law under Article 352 and discrimination in effect through Articles 109, 141 and 161, the Government will also need to repeal or revise discriminatory constitutional provisions to ensure that the 2008 Constitution adheres to CEDAW in both letter and spirit.

4.1.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- The Government must immediately adopt a legal definition of discrimination against women that is in conformance with CEDAW, either in the form of an amended constitutional provision or enacted through anti-discrimination legislation.

- The Government must repeal or amend specific provisions of the 2008 Constitution that affirmatively embody legalized discrimination against women as a matter of law, including Article 352, and revise constitutional provisions constituting discrimination in effect, including Articles 109 and 141.

- The Government must ensure that any definition of discrimination in existing laws, including the 2008 Constitution and any existing legislation, reflects the notion of substantive equality by encompassing both discrimination as a matter of law and discrimination in effect, as well as discrimination in the public and private spheres.
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4.2 ACCESS TO JUSTICE (ARTICLES 2, 15, GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 28, 33)

4.2.1 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

The ability of women to access justice is essential to a States party’s implementation of CEDAW obligations, including the fundamental obligation to “pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating discrimination against women.” Indeed, CEDAW’s guarantees of women’s fundamental rights are meaningless unless those rights can be asserted through independent, impartial, and effective systems of justice. Critically, such systems must enforce prohibitions against gender-based discrimination, provide redress, reparation, and compensation for women who experience gender-based discrimination, and hold perpetrators of gender-based discrimination accountable for their actions. Access to justice is therefore fundamental to the rule of law and a critical means for women to assert their rights under CEDAW.

While the concept of access to justice encompasses a wide range of important issues, this report highlights certain issues below that are of particular importance to NSPAW and Burma’s CEDAW obligations. Specifically, this section addresses: (1) access to justice generally; (2) national human rights institutions and bodies; (3) informal justice mechanisms; (4) CEDAW’s Optional Protocol; and (5) impact on women.

Access to justice issues are particularly important for women who have experienced gender-based violence, including sexual violence during or after armed conflict. Under CEDAW, issues of violence against women, including in conflict and post-conflict, require specialized analysis and governmental measures in conformance with CEDAW, and are addressed separately under the sections of this report addressing conflict and violence against women.

Access to Justice Generally

Specific obligations of States parties concerning access to justice are mentioned throughout the text of CEDAW, particularly Articles 2 and 15. Article 2 requires States parties “to adopt appropriate legislative and other measures... prohibiting all discrimination against women,” “to establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men,” and “to ensure through competent national tribunals and other public institutions the effective protection of women against any act of discrimination.” Critically, Article 2 is interpreted to mean that States parties must ensure the effective legal enforcement of women’s entitlement to enjoy rights on an equal basis with men and the availability of legal remedies for women who experience gender-based discrimination. Meanwhile, under Article 15, States parties “shall accord to women equality with men before the law and “in civil matters, a legal capacity identical to that of men and the same opportunities to exercise that capacity.” This means, at a minimum, non-biased and non-discriminatory administration of justice and the actual, practical capacity of women to access courts and tribunals on an equal basis with men. Thus, Article 15 acknowledges not only obstacles faced by women in accessing justice imposed by law, but also the impact of gender discrimination on access to justice by women in effect. As a matter of substantive equality, the obligations of States parties under CEDAW therefore require implementation of access to justice in a manner that improves the actual ability of women to access justice in a manner that demonstrates equality of results.

In July 2015, the Committee issued General Recommendation 33 on Women’s Access to Justice, which provides authoritative and detailed guidance to States parties on their obligations to ensure that women have access to justice. The Committee identifies six “interrelated and essential components” necessary to ensure access to justice: (1) justiciability; (2) availability; (3) accessibility; (4) good-quality; (5) accountability of justice systems; and (6) the provision of remedies for victims. Taken together, these six components highlight the need for State parties to ensure its justice systems adhere to international standards of competence, efficiency, independence and impartiality.

A key element of women’s access to justice is having a non-discriminatory framework of legal protection. In this light, the Committee has found that “constitutional provisions, law, regulations, procedures, customs and practices that are
based on traditional gender-stereotypes and norms and are...discriminatory and deny women full enjoyment of their rights under the Convention." Accordingly, the Committee recommends that States parties take steps to "abolish any existing laws, procedures, regulations, jurisprudence, customs and practices that directly or indirectly discriminate against women especially in their access to justice, and to abolish discriminatory barriers to access to justice" and "ensure that rights and correlative legal projections are recognized and incorporated in the law." In General Recommendation 33, the Committee makes recommendations for State party action in five areas of law: (1) constitutional; (2) civil; (3) family; (4) criminal; and (5) administrative, social and labour, and provides detailed guidance on commonly discriminatory elements of these areas of law.

Additionally, the Committee identifies the importance of women's legal awareness and education: "women who are unaware of their human rights are unable to make claims for their fulfillment." Accordingly, States parties must provide women access to education and information about their rights and remedies through targeted outreach activities and other information and awareness-raising campaigns.

Women also face discrimination in the administration of justice. States parties therefore must guarantee an independent, impartial, effective judiciary that is free from political influence, interference, and corruption, as well as from prejudices or stereotypical notions of women. States must also take steps to address the capacity (or lack thereof) of judicial or quasi-judicial institutions to address violations of women's rights and to "incorporate a gender perspective into all aspects of the justice systems." In do so, States parties must "take steps, including temporary special measures, to ensure that women are equally represented in the judiciary" as well as in other justice-based professions such as lawyers, law enforcement officers and justice system administrators.

In order for women to access justice, they must have effective legal counsel and aid, including "free or low-cost legal aid, advice and representation in judicial and quasi-judicial processes in all fields of law." The Committee has noted that the time and money needed to access judicial bodies, the complexity of proceedings and the lack of access to quality, gender-neutral legal advice all prohibit women's equal access to justice. To address this, the Committee has recommended that States parties set up sustainable and responsive legal aid institutions in addition to requiring gender-sensitive legal services providers.

National Human Rights Institutions and Bodies

In addition to competent legal tribunals and other public institutions, States parties implementing their obligations to ensure access to justice under CEDAW may also create independent national human rights institutions ("NHRIs") with a mandate to promote and protect the rights guaranteed under CEDAW. To fulfill a common objective of protecting, promoting and fulfilling the human rights of women and girls, "close cooperation" between NHRIs and the Committee is "critical." Importantly, the Committee has emphasized that NHRIs must be established in compliance with the "Paris Principles" on the status of national institutions for the promotion and protection of human rights, which seek to guarantee the political and operational independence of NHRIs from domestic governments. In particular, the Paris Principles require that NHRIs have adequate funding to provide for their own staff and premises, such that they can maintain independence from the domestic government and not be subject to financial control that might affect that independence. Moreover, the Paris Principles require mandates of NHRI members to be established through an official government act specifying their tenure, providing a foundational stability for NHRI mandates "without which there can be no real independence.”

Moreover, the Committee also expects NHRIs to ensure that their work is fundamentally based on the principles of formal and substantive equality between women and men, with attention to addressing gender discrimination both in law and in effect. This includes consideration of individual complaints, preparation of recommendations on laws and policies, and human rights education programs. At a minimum, this means that women must enjoy easy access to all NHRI services for the protection of their rights and that the composition of NHRI members and staff is gender balanced at all levels.
Informal Justice and Customary Law

With regard to legal enforcement and protection of gender equality rights under CEDAW, the Committee has expressed concern over the impact of “traditional, customary, tribal or religious” laws and practices, which can often in and of themselves constitute gender discrimination, including for rural women. In particular, the Committee has highlighted that customary systems of law regulating marriage and family relations issues can result in “deep and persistent discrimination against women on issues such as child custody, division of property acquired during the marriage and succession”—all of which are inconsistent with States parties’ obligations under CEDAW. In addition, with regard to accessing legal remedies, the Committee expressed concern over legal systems in which women married under customary rules do not have access to civil courts to defend their rights. Further, the Committee has expressed concern in circumstances where customary laws lead to non-compliance with CEDAW obligations on issues of polygamy, legal effects of marriage, minimum age for marriage, and consequences of dissolution of marriage, including child custody and inheritance rights.

Under Article 2(c) of CEDAW, States parties are obligated to eliminate gender discrimination through, among other things, “competent national tribunals and other public institutions.” This means that States parties “must ensure that courts are bound to apply the principle of equality as embodied in [CEDAW] and to interpret the law, to the maximum extent possible, in line with the obligations of States parties under [CEDAW].” However, where customary laws and policies are inconsistent with CEDAW obligations, making it impossible for courts to interpret domestic laws in line with CEDAW, States parties have an obligation to ensure that such laws and policies are revised or reformed in compliance with CEDAW guarantees. In the words of the Committee, domestic laws—including traditional, customary, tribal or religious laws—“may never be used as justification for failures by States parties to carry out their international obligations,” including obligations under CEDAW.

CEDAW’s Optional Protocol

In addition to CEDAW itself, States parties should also ratify the Optional Protocol to CEDAW, which recognizes the competence of the Committee to receive and consider complaints from individuals or groups, thereby creating an additional channel of access to justice for women who are victims of discrimination. Specifically, the Optional Protocol includes a communications procedure allowing women, as individuals or in groups, to submit claims of violations of rights protected under CEDAW if domestic remedies have been exhausted, among other criteria. By providing an international mechanism for women to bring claims of rights violations, the Optional Protocol operates as a channel to address grievances of women where, due to domestic circumstances, such a channel might not exist. At the same time, the Optional Protocol creates “an incentive for governments to take a fresh look at the means currently available to women at the domestic level to enforce their rights.”

Impact on Women

Importantly, underlying all of these requirements is the need to address deep-seeded stereotypes about women, their roles, credibility, arguments, testimonies, and overall place seeking justice. Judges “adopt rigid standards about what they consider to be appropriate behavior for women and penalize those who do not conform to these stereotypes.” Such stereotyping can “cause judges to misinterpret or misapply laws.” Elsewhere, these stereotypes directly discriminate against women’s access to justice “by criminalizing behaviors that can only be performed by women such as abortion.” “Women should be able to rely on a justice system free from myths and stereotypes, and on a judiciary whose impartiality is not compromised by these biased assumptions. Eliminating judicial stereotypes in the justice system is a crucial step in ensuring equality and justice for victims and survivors.” Accordingly, the Committee has called on States parties to guarantee a gender-sensitive approach to women’s stigmatization in the judicial process, including by reviewing rules of procedure and evidence, abolishing discriminatory criminalization, provide redress for crimes that disproportionately affect women, reject amnesties for human rights violations and create women-specific funds to ensure women receive adequate reparation.
4.2.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

Access to Justice Generally

Since 1962, successive military juntas in Burma have used the rule of law as a tool of subjugation and social control. Laws were used to repress, rather than protect the people of Burma. In Burma, there was an “un-rule of law.” In addition, the mechanisms for protecting and enforcing the law—judges, courts, law schools, and professional associations—were co-opted and manipulated by the military to serve its purposes. As a result, “the legal system suffers from high levels of corruption, cronyism and public distrust.” In fact, the World Justice Project’s 2014 Rule of Law Index, ranks Burma 89th out of 99 countries.

Significant obstacles to the fair administration of justice continue despite the transition in 2011 to a nominally civilian government. Continued fundamental deficiencies in substantive law, the legal profession, and the judiciary hinder the growth of rule of law indicators. One major hindrance is the 2008 Constitution which formally entrenches the military’s influence over the rule of law in Burma and establishes the military’s complete independence over its own affairs. As a result, access to justice remains elusive for the people of Burma.

Legal Protection and Legal Awareness

A key weakness in the legal system is its outdated and repressive laws which successive military juntas have used as a tool to deny civil and political rights. In fact, over 400 of the existing 800 laws were passed prior to 1948. Repressive legal edicts and statutes still exist, such as the State Secrets Act of 1923 and the Emergency Provisions Act of 1950. Amendments to certain restrictive laws, such as the Peaceful Procession and Assembly Law, have failed to address their shortcomings and the laws continue to be used to justify repression. Therefore, the legal justifications for repression still exist and any increase in political and civil freedoms have been solely at the discretion of the Government.

“When civil activists were asked where they themselves would go if rights were being infringed, they typically identified institutions such as churches, industrial tribunals and local government offices. None thought the Myanmar National Human Rights Commission offered satisfactory protection, while courts were almost universally discounted. Judges were considered corrupt and too close to the executive, and the judicial process in general was seen as expensive and daunting.”

- Int’l Bar Association’s Human Rights Institute, The Rule of Law in Myanmar, p. 29.
Legal awareness and knowledge of rights amongst the populace is low, which impedes utilization of the formal justice system. A comprehensive 2014 survey demonstrated that people in Burma have very little knowledge of the current structure and functions of the executive, legislature, and especially the judiciary. The situation is exacerbated by the Government’s practice of drafting laws in secret, with limited public involvement.

According to one lawyer’s association, a defendant ordinarily had to pay a bribe of 100,000 kyat (about £110) just to get bail. Another group complained that judges were easily intimidated. Township Court judges were often very young, because the minimum age for appointment had recently been reduced to 25, and all judges feared complaints from clients, reprimands from superior judicial officials, and pressure from the government or military.”

- Int’l Bar Assoc.’s Human Rights Inst., The Rule of Law in Myanmar, p. 58

**Expense**

“They considered *legal action to be unduly expensive, and frequently identified alternative avenues of redress.*”

- Int’l Bar Assoc.‘s Human Rights Inst., The Rule of Law in Myanmar, p. 58

**Overwork**

Approximately 1000 judges around the country handle 300,000 cases each year.

- UNDP, Fact Facts on Rule of Law and Access to Justice, p. 2

Only judges that were on the bench during the junta’s authoritarian rule are eligible for the highest positions in the judiciary and major reforms to the judiciary are necessary in order to be able to instill the rule of law.

**Corruption**

Decades of authoritarian rule and executive interference in the judicial sector have led to the judiciary acting as an enforcer for military and political actors rather than an independent arbitrator of disputes.

- U.S. Inst. of Peace, Burma/Myanmar Rule of Law trip Report, p. 23
Administration of Justice

One major stumbling block to establishing the rule of law in Burma is the significant shortcomings of Burma’s judiciary.67 In the words of one UN expert, Burma “lacks an independent, impartial and effective judiciary,” which is “necessary to uphold the rule of law, ensure checks and balances on the executive and the legislative, and safeguard human rights and fundamental freedoms.”68 Decades of authoritarian rule and executive interference in the judicial sector have led to the judiciary acting as an enforcer for military and political actors rather than an independent arbiter of disputes.69 As one scholar asserts, “successive military rules have made the courts into a reliable instrument for authoritarian control.”70 In order for courts to effectively uphold the rule of law, they must have the capacity to scrutinize intrusive action by the State and oppressive behavior by private groups and individuals. This requires a judiciary “that feels confident about asserting its independence from governmental pressure and popular prejudice”—which simply does not exist in Burma.71

The subordinate position of the judiciary is formalized by the 2008 Constitution, which allows the executive branch control of the judiciary by granting the President a powerful role in the appointment and removal of judges. This structure “ensures that the members of the judiciary are reliant on the military for their appointments, given that the President himself is chosen by a military dominated parliament.”72

Not surprisingly, the people of Burma have little to no faith in the independence of the judiciary. As international monitors have observed, Burma’s judiciary is seen as “inactive and subordinate to the military,” with “allegations of judicial corruption, inefficiency, and susceptibility to executive influence [that are] so widespread that they cannot be sensibly discounted.”73 In fact, it has been found that “depending on the nature of the case, judges render decisions based on orders coming from government and military officials, in particular local and regional authorities.”74

In addition, the judicial process in general is seen as expensive and daunting, making the cost of utilizing the formal justice system prohibitive.75 Most lawyers believe that they cannot win a case without a bribe.76 All these factors are exacerbated by the fact that judges in Burma are over-worked and under paid (around 1000 judges handle 300,000 cases annually).77 This in turn makes them more susceptible to corruption.79

Another major issue largely overlooked in much of the discourse regarding access to justice is judicial vetting.80 The judiciary has not been vetted since the transition to quasi-civilian government and the 2008 Constitution requires a minimum tenure of judicial experience for appointment to certain courts.81 Accordingly, the judges in these seats must have been on the bench since prior to the start of democratic transition.82 Many of these judges were complicit or actively involved in the sham arrests and baseless warrants and prosecutions of countless political prisoners. Thus, only judges that were on the bench during the junta’s authoritarian rule are eligible for the highest positions in the judiciary and major reforms to the judiciary are necessary in order to be able to instill the rule of law in Burma.

Legal Aid and Counsel

The legal profession has been repressed and weakened by successive military regimes in retaliation for the active role lawyers played during times of protest.83 In addition, legal education, the foundation of the legal profession, has been systematically demolished over the past three decades by the military junta.84 Between 1962 and 1999, the Government periodically closed down universities, including law schools,85 as a way to control the populace and silence dissent.86 This deficiency in legal education, combined with the “denial of training, work experience and exposure to international legal practice” has resulted in a situation where lawyers are “not well equipped to carry out their roles.”87 Politically active lawyers have been targeted for prosecution under repressive state laws and subject to disciplinary proceedings.88 This harassment, as well as restrictions on freedom of association and expression, continues despite a transition to civilian rule.89 Without an active, free and vibrant legal profession, access to justice will remain unavailable to the people of Burma.
National Human Rights Institutions and Bodies

The Government claims that certain domestic institutions protect and promote women’s rights, including the right to access justice as guaranteed by international law. Specifically, the Government has cited the Myanmar National Human Rights Commission (“MNHRC”) and its Women and Child Sub-Committee (“WCRC”) as well as the Myanmar National Committee for Women’s Affairs (“MNCWA”) and the Myanmar Women’s Affairs Federation (“MWAF”) as available channels to “receive and address complaints related to the violation of women’s rights.” Disturbingly, these organizations neither have the ability to provide effective and adequate remedy for violations nor conform to international best practices, codified in the Paris Principles, on the structure and operation of human rights institutions as a means of access to justice. The MNHRC was established in 2011 by a Presidential Decree to safeguard rights in accordance with the 2008 Constitution. The establishment of the MNHRC was met with skepticism due to its executive (as opposed to legislative) mandate, lack of independence, unwillingness to investigate all abuses and limited powers of resolution. Another major concern was that limiting the MNHRC’s mandate to rights under the 2008 Constitution was problematic due to the Constitution’s intrinsic deficiencies, such as explicitly enshrined gender-based discrimination and amnesty for military actors from prosecution and punishment for violations of human rights. In fact, complaints to the MNHRC

In addition, legal education, the foundation of the legal profession, has been systematically demolished over the past three decades by the military junta. Between 1962 and 1999, the Government periodically closed down universities, including law schools, as a way to control the populace and silence dissent. This deficiency in legal education, combined with the “denial of training, work experience and exposure to international legal practice” has resulted in a situation where lawyers are “not well equipped to carry out their roles.”

Politically active lawyers have been targeted for prosecution under repressive state laws and subject to disciplinary proceedings. This harassment, as well as restrictions on freedom of association and expression, continues despite a transition to civilian rule. Without an active, free and vibrant legal profession, access to justice will remain unavailable to the people of Burma.

Legal aid &
legal counsel

There is no state sponsored legal aid apart from legal representation made available to criminal defendants in cases punishable with the death penalty.

In addition, legal education, the foundation of the legal profession, has been systematically demolished over the past three decades by the military junta. Between 1962 and 1999, the Government periodically closed down universities, including law schools, as a way to control the populace and silence dissent. This deficiency in legal education, combined with the “denial of training, work experience and exposure to international legal practice” has resulted in a situation where lawyers are “not well equipped to carry out their roles.”

Politically active lawyers have been targeted for prosecution under repressive state laws and subject to disciplinary proceedings. This harassment, as well as restrictions on freedom of association and expression, continues despite a transition to civilian rule. Without an active, free and vibrant legal profession, access to justice will remain unavailable to the people of Burma.
actually dropped from 2866 in 2012 to 1990 in 2013, an indication of decreasing confidence in its effectiveness.

To respond to these criticisms, a new enabling law for the MNHRC was passed by Parliament in March of 2014. Civil society organizations were given limited opportunity to comment on the draft legislation. Unfortunately, the new enabling law, while an improvement, fails to provide an adequate legal mandate for the MNHRC in accordance with international principles. Moreover, President Thein Sein reconstituted a new MNHRC in September 2014 without input from civil society organizations.

The new enabling legislation does not resolve serious concerns regarding the MNHRC’s independence from government interference. The MNHRC consists of former Government officials, military regime ambassadors, and retired civil servants with reportedly little to no prior knowledge of human rights. Specifically, Chairman U Win Min and Vice-Chairman Kyaw Tint Swe held prominent positions in the former military regime which required them to consistently and routinely deny the existence of any human rights violations in Burma, including violations of women’s rights under CEDAW. These types of appointees can hardly be counted upon to objectively investigate human rights abuses at the hands of the Government or the military.

Perhaps the unbalanced composition of MNHRC membership is inevitable since the selection board is overwhelmingly populated by Government appointees. The two civil society representatives on the selection board must be from "of-
cially registered” organizations, which poses undue limitations and prevents meaningful input from a broad range of civil society actors. The procedures for selection are not transparent, since they are set entirely at the discretion of the selection board. Furthermore, while the law provides, in vague terms, for pluralism regarding membership of the MNHRC itself the law is silent with respect to pluralism of staff members.

Effectiveness is also an issue since the new law does not allow the MNHRC to provide adequate remedy for violations. The MNHRC can only report, refer and recommend responses for each violation. The MNHRC’s power to request materials is also limited to items that do not interfere with national security which is a vague and exceptionally broad exclusion. Finally, the MNHRC still appears to be limiting its mandate only to complaints from citizens and complaints regarding the infringement of rights under the 2008 Constitution, rather than on the broader mandate outlined in the enabling legislation itself.

Another major concern is that the MNHRC does not ensure confidentiality of complaints and has complete discretion regarding disclosure of information which could have a chilling effect on the filing of grievances. This is a very real concern since the Government has been known to retaliate against those who file grievances with the MNHRC. In particular, the case of Shayam Brang Shawng demonstrates that complaints to the MNHRC of human rights abuses at the hands of the military will be punished with swift and forceful prosecution.

These shortcomings are particularly detrimental to women. There are only two female members of the MNHRC and only one member of the selection board is intended to represent the interests of women (and this is the MWAF, a GONGO not an impartial civil society organization). The failure to ensure confidentiality is also troubling since, for example, women who are victims of sexual violence are unlikely to come forward without guarantees of confidentiality. Women are also negatively affected by limiting the scope of complaints to only those rights under the 2008 Constitution rather than the broader human rights mandate required by the enabling law, which would include infringement of rights under CEDAW.

In addition to the MNHRC, the Government has also made reference to the MNCWA, formed in 1996 “to carry out measures for the development of Myanmar women,” and the MWAF, formed in 2003 “for the development and protection of women,” as venues to remedy violations of women’s rights. These organizations are affiliated with the Government so cannot be counted upon for independence or objectivity. Further, they have no actual ability to remedy or resolve allegations of violations of women’s rights. Therefore, they are inadequate to provide effective legal enforcement of women’s entitlement to enjoy rights on an equal basis with men and access to legal remedies for women who experience gender-based discrimination.

In the 2008 Concluding Observations, the Committee urged the Government “to strengthen its legal complaints system to ensure that women, especially women of ethnic groups, have effective access to justice.” With regard to the MNHRC, the Committee “encouraged [the Government] to accelerate the process of establishing a national human rights institution in accordance with the Paris Principles,” specifically calling on Burma to “ensure that this institution will be provided with a broad mandate in respect of human rights, as well as sufficient human, financial and technical resources for its effective functioning, and that its composition and activities will be gender-sensitive and fully address the issue of women’s human rights.” Meanwhile, in reference to other bodies, the Committee indicated that it was “concerned that [the Government] does not have a more comprehensive and effective legal system for receiving complaints, especially from women of ethnic groups” and urged Burma “to strengthen its legal complaints system to ensure that women, especially women of ethnic groups, have effective access to justice.”

As the above analysis demonstrates, the Committee’s recommendations have not been realized, despite the transition to a quasi-civilian government. Women still face serious obstacles to accessing justice in Burma. For example, despite the Government’s changes to the MNHRC, it is not a viable option for redress and has not improved substantially women’s access to justice.
Informal Justice and Customary Law

Another obstacle to access to justice for women in Burma is the widespread use of informal justice mechanisms based on customary laws, including laws drawn from traditional social and religious practices, to resolve disputes concerning the rights of women. This is particularly problematic for women living in rural areas and/or within ethnic minority communities. Customary law is recognized by Burma’s courts and is typically applied in family disputes impacting the rights of women, including cases of divorce, property succession, and adoption. However, these customary laws are not codified, leaving interpretation to the discretion of village elders, who almost exclusively are male. Unfortunately, Burma’s relevant customary laws view women differently from men, largely confining them to roles defined under traditional social norms and values as primarily homemakers, wives, and child-bearers. Moreover, under Burma’s customary laws, the right of women to seek divorce is limited compared to men. Specifically, women are typically required to prove that their physical safety is in immediate danger or that the marriage has already terminated in order to substantiate a claim for child support or alimony. Additionally, due to the social stigma surrounding divorce, women are encouraged to stay married to their husbands, even in the face of abuse.

In the 2008 Concluding Observations, the CEDAW Committee urged Burma to “harmonize its civil, religious and customary law” in conformance with CEDAW and to complete “law reform in the area of marriage and family relations in order to bring its legislative framework into compliance” with CEDAW.

CEDAW’s Optional Protocol

The Government has neither signed nor ratified the Optional Protocol to CEDAW. In the Concluding Observations following its review of Burma’s CEDAW implementation in 2008, the Committee called upon Burma to sign and ratify the Optional Protocol to CEDAW.

Impact on Women

Women are disproportionately affected by the access to justice challenges outlined above. For example, prohibitive legal costs and processes are especially harmful to women who often are unable to take the time necessary to pursue legal action since they are the primary caretakers of children and must contribute economically to the household. Colonial-era laws, such as the Penal Code of 1860, remain in effect and they reflect and perpetuate outdated gender assumptions such that women are not adequately protected by law. Moreover, a gender perspective and sensitivity
to gender issues is completely absent in the drafting of laws, law enforcement practices and the administration of justice. To date there is neither a violence against women law nor an effective means to report sexual violence. In an indication of deeply-rooted gender roles and patriarchy, resistance to gender issues comes from both male and female legal practitioners. Women who have been subjected to discrimination and violence often have little faith in the formal legal system and fear that nothing will be done if they bring complaints about violations.

The Committee highlighted some of the challenges that impact women’s access to justice in its 2008 Concluding Observations. The Committee expressed concern over “inadequate knowledge of the rights of women under [CEDAW], its concept of substantive gender equality and the [Committee’s] general recommendations . . . among the judiciary at all levels, as indicated by the absence of information on any court decisions that refer to [CEDAW].” Accordingly, it requested that the Government “ensure that judges at all levels be adequately trained in human rights and the provisions of [CEDAW], and that women have access to the courts on equal terms with men.” The Committee also called on the Government to “remove any impediments faced by women in gaining access to justice” and for implementation of training for the judiciary, among others, to ensure appropriate sensitization to gender inequality.

The Committee’s calls have not been addressed, despite the transition to a quasi-civilian government. Few of the reforms instituted since 2011 address women’s issues or women’s difficulty in accessing justice in Burma. For example, in its 2015 report to the Committee, the Government asserted that “laws related to women’s rights have been amended or enacted.” An examination reveals that only one of these laws specifically relates to women; the rest of the laws are general protections for certain categories of people in Burma, such as laborers.

4.2.3 ANALYSIS OF NSPAW

Access to Justice Generally

NSPAW addresses themes of access to justice in the section “Women and Human Rights,” which includes an overall objective “to ensure the protection, promotion and fulfillment of women’s and girls’ economic, social, cultural, civil and political rights.” Despite aspirational indications concerning implementation, including pledges to “effectively implement CEDAW and related international conventions,” and “[i]mplement efficient mechanisms to ensure rights of women are fulfilled” at all levels of government, NSPAW lacks definitive or sufficiently detailed strategic features, including specific strategic objectives, planning and implementation frameworks, or benchmarks for monitoring or evaluation. Moreover, NSPAW contains no direct indication of whether or how the Government will address the significant access to justice challenges outlined above. This is of concern because in order to fulfill Burma’s CEDAW obligations to ensure access to justice, the Government will need to make significant improvements to laws, the judiciary, and the legal profession far beyond anything that have been attempted or achieved to date.

Furthermore, the Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee also includes welcome aspirational commitments to improvement of access to justice by women, including certain proposals concerning law, policy, and public awareness in areas such as violence against women, including domestic violence, as well as trafficking in women and girls. Nonetheless, the deficiencies in NSPAW concerning access to justice described above also apply to the Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee. Specifically, there contains no explicit mention of problems related to the lack of an independent, impartial and effective judiciary that is free of undue executive and military influence, nor does it discuss constitutional reforms to either limit executive judicial appointment powers or lessen military influence on the judiciary.
National Human Rights Institutions and Bodies

While NSPAW commits to conducting research and surveys in connection with “Representation of women in Human Rights Bodies/Committees” and ensuring that “Human Rights Bodies/Committees systematically acknowledge and address rights-related needs and aspirations of women,” it contains no direct reference to the MNHRC. While the suggestion of addressing underrepresentation of women in human rights mechanisms such as the MNHRC are welcome, NSPAW does not appear to address any of the inherent flaws of the MNHRC impacting justice for women who suffer violations of rights guaranteed under CEDAW, including the lack of civil society engagement and public consultation surrounding its mandate and operations, the lack of adequate safeguards to protect individual women who might be reasonably deterred from engaging the complaints process, and most importantly, the lack of any authority within the MNHRC to provide any kind of remedy or compensation.

Moreover, while NSPAW identifies the MNCWA and describes its work in broad terms, there is no indication that any type of legal complaint mechanism exists, under MNCWA or under the MWAF or the WCRC, to ensure the effective legal enforcement of women’s entitlement to enjoy rights on an equal basis with men and access to legal remedies for women who experience gender-based discrimination.

Regrettably, the Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee contains similar treatment of the MNHRC. Specifically, the establishment of the MNHRC and other national institutions are apparently presented as evidence, in and of themselves, of compliance with CEDAW’s obligations to ensure access to justice to women on an equal basis with men. Sadly, there is no mention—let alone analysis or evaluation—of the obvious shortcomings of these institutions, including the lack of civil society engagement and consultation surrounding the MNHRC’s work, the lack of adequate measures to protect women who might be deterred from engaging the MNHRC, and the MNHRC’s lack of authority to provide any remedy or compensation.

Informal Justice and Customary Laws

NSPAW contains welcome language pledging “[r]evision, development and application of existing civil, religious and customary laws so as to protect, promote and fulfill the human rights of women and girls.” However, that pledge contains no additional explicit commitment to ensure conformance of customary laws with CEDAW obligations in the context of domestic implementation of national laws. Nor does NSPAW contain more specific information on reducing and eliminating violations of women’s rights arising from application of customary laws in the context of family and marriage practices.

Similarly, while the Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee contains reference to the need for further research and data collection concerning the gender-based impacts of Burma’s “national races practicing different customs and traditions,” there are no direct or explicit references to the need for CEDAW-conformance with regard to the types of gender discrimination in connection with customary law described above.

CEDAW’s Optional Protocol

While NSPAW contains aspirational language regarding CEDAW implementation, including a pledge to take “action to address . . . and implementing CEDAW Committee recommendations,” it contains no indication that the Government will sign or ratify the Optional Protocol to CEDAW. Similarly, the Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee makes no mention of the Optional Protocol to CEDAW.
4.2.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- The Government must ensure that, in implementing legal measures to eliminate discrimination against women and establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men, any laws prohibiting gender discrimination must embody legal or other material consequence for those who violate them, including sanctions for perpetrators of gender discrimination. Moreover, it must ensure the effective legal enforcement of women’s entitlement to enjoy rights on an equal basis with men and the availability of legal remedies for women who experience gender-based discrimination.

- The Government must ensure the non-biased and non-discriminatory administration of justice and the actual, practical capacity of women to access courts and tribunals on an equal basis with men. In doing so, the Government must guarantee an independent, impartial, and effective judiciary that is free from not only political influence or interference, but also from prejudices or stereotypical gender notions about the role of women. Specifically, this must include reform of constitutional provisions concerning presidential power of appointment and removal of judges, in order to ensure that members of the judiciary are not reliant on the military’s influence over the President for their appointments. Moreover, the Government must ensure that judges at all levels are adequately trained in women’s rights and the provisions of CEDAW, including through training for the judiciary to ensure appropriate sensitization to gender inequality.

- The Government must ensure that any national human rights mechanism, including the MNHRC, is in full compliance with the Paris Principles on the Status of National Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights. In particular, the MNHRC must be given adequate funding to provide for its own staff and premises, and members must take office through an official government act specifying their tenure. Moreover, women must enjoy easy access to all MNHRC services for the protection of their rights and the composition of MNHRC members and staff must be gender balanced at all levels.

- The Government must ensure that domestic laws—including traditional, customary, tribal or religious laws—may never be used as justification for failures to carry out its CEDAW obligations. The Government of Burma must therefore harmonize its civil, religious and customary law to be in conformance with CEDAW.

- The Government must ratify the Optional Protocol to CEDAW, thereby recognizing the competence of the CEDAW Committee to receive and consider complaints from women, as individuals or groups, who complain of gender discrimination.
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4.3 PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN DECISION-MAKING (ARTICLE 7, GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 23, 25)

4.3.1 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

An essential goal of CEDAW is to ensure women’s equal participation in all aspects of public and political life. Equality in these areas is deemed necessary not only to achieve women’s empowerment, but also to advance societies as a whole. Women’s right to participate in political decision-making positions was first recognized by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, and then in subsequent international treaties. CEDAW’s Article 7 restates these goals by calling for all States parties to ensure that women enjoy equality of opportunity with men in public and political life. This includes the right to “vote in all elections and public referenda and to be eligible for election to all publicly elected bodies” and to “participate in the formulation of government policy and the implementation thereof and to hold public office and perform all public functions at all levels of government.” The obligation to ensure equal access extends to all areas of public and political life, even those not specifically set forth in CEDAW.

Importantly, CEDAW takes the right to equal participation one step further by requiring States parties to ensure that women can access public and political decision-making opportunities without discrimination in law or in effect. In other words, the relevant consideration is whether women, in fact, have fairly equal representation in political decision-making mechanisms, even if the domestic legal regime does not on its face impede access to such mechanisms. States parties, CEDAW provides, must take affirmative actions to accelerate the realization of substantive equality, also known as equality of results, if women do not actually play an equal role in public and political decision-making.

The CEDAW Committee, in General Recommendation 23, gives specific guidance to States parties on how to achieve substantive equality, and emphasizes that removing de jure barriers is not sufficient to comply with CEDAW mandates to accelerate the equal participation of women in the “political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.” The Committee notes that women’s failure to achieve parity is often the result of “outmoded practices and procedures that inadvertently promote men” and urges the use of temporary special measures to ensure the equal participation of women. Temporary measures mentioned in General Recommendation 23 include: setting numerical goals and quotas as well as financial assistance and training for women candidates. The Committee further clarified temporary special measures in General Recommendation 25, describing the application of these measures not as “an exception to the norm of non-discrimination, but rather as an emphasis that temporary special measures are part of a necessary strategy by States parties directed towards the achievement of de facto or substantive equality of women with men in the enjoyment of their human rights and fundamental freedoms.”

It is important to note that the right to equal participation in public life also extends to engagement by women in civil society. Under CEDAW, States parties must “ensure to women, on equal terms with men, the right…[t]o participate in non-governmental organizations and associations concerned with the public and political life of the country.” This directive applies to the active engagement and support of women in CEDAW implementation, including the Committee reporting and review process. Therefore, CEDAW mandates equal participation of women, both as individuals and as a collective political force.

4.3.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

Historically, women have been largely excluded from positions of political power in Burma, as well as from the formulation of Burma’s laws, including the 2008 Constitution. The most important obstacle has been that militarization of society “undermined women’s ability to participate in political, economic and social life and therefore limited their access to power.” In addition, legal and administrative provisions relating to women’s issues are founded on the principle that women, rather than being competent leaders, are the weaker sex and therefore in need of protection...
and supervision by men. This paternalistic bent reflects the deep roots of Burma’s cultural patriarchy and is also the pernicious by-product of over sixty years of repressive rule by a male-dominated military. In Burma, “multiple forms of gender discrimination interact to severely curtail women’s ability to participate” in the political arena.

During the reign of the military junta, restrictive laws on assembly, free speech and the media suppressed general civic participation. Women, however, faced additional political, societal and cultural obstacles to achieving positions of political power. Although individual women, such as Aung San Suu Kyi, have been significant in politics from colonial Burma to the present day, women as a whole have been severely underrepresented in the political arena. As Aung San Suu Kyi herself noted about Burma, “[w]omen are not playing a role in political life.”

Historically, women were only given positions within the Defense Services as medical or administrative support. Without a military background, women were ineligible, therefore, for many important political positions within ministries, the judiciary and the legislature and excluded from exercising influence. Moreover, women’s exclusion from the military also disqualified them from the employment, education, business, joint venture and travel opportunities created by military status. Women’s exclusion from activities which develop leadership qualities and inability to access educational opportunities impeded the acquisition of knowledge, critical thinking and analytical skills hindering their ability to participate in the political landscape.

But militarization is not the only factor contributing to the absence of women in positions of political power. Other important factors include: “traditional norms that ascribe authority and glory to men over women, a lack of confidence, a lack of acceptance of female leadership,” women’s lack of experience and inability to obtain necessary skills, “low intra-household bargaining power, high time constraints, [and] restrictions on women’s travel.” Even in areas and disciplines which women have been able to access (such as clerical and administrative positions), they have been excluded from high-ranking decision-making positions. For example, in the General Administrative Department of the executive branch, few women are in decision-making positions, even though women make up, on average, 38% of staff below “officer” level.

An examination of statistics detailing the number of women involved in politics is illuminating. During the Socialist regime from 1962 to 1988 women made up only two percent of those in government high-level positions and no women served in government high-level positions during the military regime from 1988 to 2011. No women served as Ministers from 1962 to 2011. Even in the democratic elections held in 1990, only 3.66% of total candidates were women and only 3%, or 15 out of 485, seats were won by women. As of February 2015, women accounted for only 4.8% of combined seats in the upper and lower houses of the national legislature (Amyotha Hluttaw and Pyithu Hluttaw, respectively). Furthermore, as of June 2014, women only made up 2.83% of seats at the state and regional level, 0% of administrators at the township level, and .11% of village heads. Today, only 2 out of 33 Ministers are women.

The 2008 Constitution, drafted largely by the military without civic participation, has further entrenched barriers to women’s political participation. A familiarity with military matters is required for powerful positions within the executive, legislative and judicial branches. In an example of outright discrimination, the 2008 Constitution provides that certain positions are suitable only for men. No guidance is given within the 2008 Constitution with regard to what positions are suitable for men only, which risks capricious discrimination.

Importantly, the 2008 Constitution allocates 25% of parliamentary seats, in both the Pyithu Hluttaw and the Amyotha Hluttaw, to the male-dominated military. Because any constitutional amendment requires more than 25% approval, the military can, and does, single-handedly veto any constitutional amendments, including those that would reduce the influence and privileges of the military. To compensate for the military quota, women need to win a greater portion of elected parliamentary seats in order to achieve a certain percentage of overall legislative representation. In other words, to gain a 40% representation in total parliamentary seats, women would need to garner approximately 53%
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of the parliamentary seats available through general public election. Succumbing to pressure, the military appointed two women as part of its 25% quota, giving women .01% of seats reserved to the military.33

The influence of the military has even pervaded GONGOs dedicated to women’s development that have been the focal point for CEDAW implementation, namely the MNCWA and MWAF.34 The Government formed the MNCWA in 1996 “to carry out gender equality and women development programs,” and the MWAF in 2003 “to help in the implementation of the tasks” of the MNCWA.”35 These organizations, however, have been led by personnel without expertise in women’s issues.36 Leadership has been predominantly male, drawn from ministries, the judiciary and the police force, and some key positions have been held by spouses of male military leaders.37 Therefore, the women on these committees derived their power from their husbands, have primary loyalty to their husbands and the Government, and are therefore not likely to challenge policies and programs that discriminate against women.38

Recognizing the barriers to women’s political participation following its 2008 review, the Committee issued specific suggestions and guidelines for the Government. For example, the Committee called on the Government to “use the formulation of its new electoral law as an opportunity to include women, in accordance with the provisions on non-discrimination in its Constitution, and to increase women’s political participation,” with a specific recommendation encouraging the use of “targets and quotas, as appropriate.”39 The Committee further urged Burma “to take concrete steps to create and ensure an enabling environment in which civil society and women’s groups focused on gender equality and women’s empowerment can conduct programmes and activities without restrictions or fear of reprisal.”40

While democratic progress has been made in Burma since 2008, women still face significant barriers preventing their full and equal participation in public and political life as required by CEDAW. Thus far, governmental policies have failed to display an understanding “of women’s important roles in the public and political sphere, particularly in the reform process.”41 For example, with respect to the Committee’s specific suggestions in 2008, the current electoral laws do not include targets or quotas and civil society participation is still subject to sometimes restrictive governmental control.42 The absence of electoral quotas for women, which have been called for not only by the Committee but by international organizations and local lawmakers and NGOs,43 will impede women’s ability to make gains in the national elections scheduled for November 2015.

Improving women’s participation requires, ideally, an extensive and coordinated government plan to remove structural legal barriers (in particular those contained in the 2008 Constitution), disassemble paternalistic cultural stereotypes, install temporary special measures (including quotas), undertake an extensive public awareness campaign and execute major improvements in women’s access to education, livelihood, and health opportunities. The Government’s plans for increasing women’s participation in politics, as detailed in NSPAW, do not come close to this ideal.

4.3.3 ANALYSIS OF NSPAW

The Government recognized in NSPAW the need to increase the participation of women in political decision-making. A section specifically addressing “women and decision-making” lists as an objective: to “improve systems, structures and practices to ensure women’s equal participation in decision-making and leadership at all levels of society.”44 Moreover, a specific research goal under NSPAW is to address “women’s participation in Government including Parliaments, Parliamentary Committees, Ministries, Departments and political parties—at all levels,” as well as “women’s participation in senior, technical and professional positions and in the decision-making processes of Government Departments….”45 To achieve these goals, however, the Government will need to draft, execute, and sufficiently fund an extensive and coordinated implementation plan in order to overcome the many structural and cultural barriers to women’s participation.

The basis of a successful strategic implementation plan must be drafting new laws and administrative procedures to ensure women’s equal participation, and amending laws that act as structural impediments to women’s achievement.
To increase women’s political participation, NSPAW calls for “[a]pplication of quota systems to ensure women’s participation in decision-making in legislative, judicial and executive bodies,” but does not outline specific parameters and objectives for designing such quota systems or how and when they would be instituted. This is of particular concern because seat guarantees for the military mean that women are already at a disadvantage for parliamentary seats.

In addition, despite NSPAW’s aspirations to “raise awareness to address harmful customary laws and gender discriminatory practices that are identified as barriers to women’s participation in leadership and decision-making,” there is no commitment to take affirmative action to address this substantive inequality. Such actions must include reforming officially promulgated laws and regulations, and drafting and passing new ones, to counteract the discriminatory effects of customary laws and gender stereotypes. To implement CEDAW, the Government will have to do more than simply “raise awareness” of issues—as General Recommendation 23 makes clear, affirmative action, including installing quotas, is necessary.

As for equal participation of women in civil society, NSPAW emphasizes the development of “partnerships and coordinating mechanisms that are inclusive of a broad range of shareholders including Government agencies, National and International Non-Governmental organizations, UN agencies, Civil Society Organizations, working groups and private agencies.” However, NSPAW does not address the Committee’s recommendation to reform NGO requirements so that more grass roots and women’s organizations may participate in political decision-making. The Government must be open and willing to working with all NGOs, even those critical the Government, to address the specific vulnerabilities faced by women across Burma.

Unfortunately, the Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee provides virtually no additional details concerning a strategic approach to equal participation of women in public and political life. For instance, concerning women’s participation in the national government, the periodic report simply lists static figures illustrating modest representation of women in senior positions within the ministry-level, legislative, judicial, and diplomatic sectors, along with statistics suggesting very small growth in representation of women in government ministries and organizations. As is the case for NSPAW, apart from vague references to awareness raising, capacity building, and record keeping, the periodic report contains few specific details for increasing women’s participation in public and political life.

4.3.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- The Government must increase women’s participation in decision making in legislative, judicial, and executive bodies by installing temporary special measures and quotas guaranteeing at least 30% female representation, removing structural legal barriers (including those contained in the 2008 Constitution) executing major improvements to women’s access to education, livelihood, and health opportunities, and disassembling paternalistic cultural stereotypes and customary laws.
- The Government must draft new laws and administrative procedures to ensure women’s equal participation at the policymaking level, and amend laws that act as structural impediments to women’s achievement.
- The Government must guarantee and facilitate broader inclusion, input and incorporation of grassroots and women’s organizations in decision-making.
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4.4 VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN (GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 19)

4.4.1 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

Women cannot enjoy and exercise their human rights and fundamental freedoms on an equal basis with men if they fear for their own physical safety. Accordingly, under CEDAW, the obligation of States parties to eliminate discrimination against women and ensure women's equality necessarily includes an obligation to enhance women's physical security and end violence against women. Notably, the CEDAW Committee has recognized that situations of armed conflict often lead to increased violence against women, particularly sexual violence, requiring specific protective and punitive measures in conformance with CEDAW. For the purpose of this report, analysis of Burma's CEDAW obligations in the context of sexual violence in armed conflict is addressed separately in “Sexual Violence, Access to Justice, and Political Participation of Women in Conflict and Post-Conflict Settings.”

Under CEDAW, violence against women is defined broadly, creating a wide scope of circumstances implicating a State party's obligation to act. The definition encompasses violence that is directed against a woman because she is a woman and violence that affects women disproportionately, including acts that inflict physical, mental or sexual harm or suffering, as well as threats of such acts, coercion, and other deprivations of liberty. Moreover, CEDAW obligations concerning violence against women are not restricted to violence committed by governments. Under CEDAW Article 2(e), States parties must take all appropriate measures to eliminate violence against women by any person, organization, or enterprise, including violence that occurs within the family. Indeed, the Committee has called family violence "one of the most insidious forms of violence against women," afflicting women of all ages who are subjected to violence of all kinds, including battery, rape, other forms of sexual assault, mental and other forms of violence.

CEDAW’s broad definition of violence against women is complemented by an expansive scope of measures required of States parties to eradicate it. For all forms of violence against women the Committee has emphasized that States parties must take appropriate and effective legal measures to provide protection for women and punishment for perpetrators, including establishing laws and legal mechanisms such as penal sanctions, civil remedies, and compensatory provisions. The Committee has also emphasized that relevant laws and legal mechanisms must equally give adequate protection to all women in society and must respect the integrity and dignity of all women. In addition, gender-sensitivity training of judicial and law enforcement officers and other public officials is deemed essential for the effective implementation of these CEDAW obligations. Alongside effective legal measures, States parties must also take preventive measures, including public information and education programs to change attitudes concerning the roles and status of men and women, as well as protective measures, including refuges, counseling, rehabilitation and support services for women who are the victims of violence or who are at risk of violence.

4.4.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

Violence against women in Burma is widespread and diverse; it takes many forms and is carried out by many different types of actors. Throughout their lives, women in Burma often face emotional, economic, physical, sexual, and intimate partner violence and harassment in both the home and in public. Family members, the community, and the military perpetrate this violence, and in most cases the country's legal framework is insufficient to ensure justice, protection and rehabilitation for victims.

One recent study of violence against women in Burma found not only that all women interviewed for the study had experienced at least one type of violence, but also that almost all women had experienced at least one form of physical abuse by an intimate partner. Further, a study on domestic violence in the Paluang community found that Paluang men are socialized into a culture of violence, and thus see violence as a necessary means of asserting authority over a perceived lesser being—women. Such violence has a devastating impact on stability of the family, negatively impacts children and threatens the development of the community.
The harms women in Burma face from gender-based violence are compounded by the fact that Burma’s legal system provides insufficient protections, legal and otherwise, for these women. Burma remains one of only two ASEAN countries lacking a specific law criminalizing domestic violence. Moreover, Burma currently has no comprehensive laws to prevent violence against women or sexual harassment and no law allowing victims to obtain restraining orders against abusers.

Three years ago, the Government announced that it had commenced a process of drafting comprehensive legislation to address violence against women. While this is a significant opportunity to acknowledge and correct fundamental deficiencies in Burma’s legal framework, the Government has yet to release publicly the contents of any proposed legislation or hold an open and broad-based public forum for consultation regarding the law. The lack of progress is notable since the Government has passed 143 new laws since 2011.

In addition, deficiencies in Burma’s outdated, colonial-era laws such as the Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Evidence Act present substantial obstacles to addressing violence against women, including family violence and sexual violence. These systemic and structural deficiencies violate CEDAW and illustrate precisely why legal measures required under CEDAW can help frame issues in a domestic context.

Women’s rights advocates criticize Burma’s Penal Code as a reflection of outdated stereotypes that call into question the behavior of women who experience violence and characterize them as socially diminished, and for not recognizing that violence against women is a violation of a woman’s personal integrity. The few provisions of the Penal Code that actually address violence against women are ambiguous and at times contradictory, falling far short of CEDAW obligations to implement effective legal frameworks.

For instance, while Section 375 of the Penal Code includes non-consensual “sexual intercourse” as a criminal element of rape, the undefined requirement of “penetration” as a component of “sexual intercourse” leaves the overall definition of rape ambiguous, for instance in cases of forced non-penile penetration. Nor does the Penal Code include any specific provisions concerning unwanted sexual touching or sexual harassment outside the context of sexual intercourse, although Section 354 does criminalize assault intended to “outrage [a woman’s] modesty” (a troubling example of outdated and ambiguous language justifying scrutiny of a woman’s “modesty” as a pre-condition for access to justice). Moreover, the Penal Code’s characterization of rape explicitly excludes non-consensual sex between married couples. Disturbingly, because the definition of rape under Section 375 applies only to women who are not married to their attacker, the Penal Code neither prohibits nor punishes the rape of women by their husbands, unless they are under 14 years of age. The Penal Code further omits any specific mention of domestic violence against women, and no legal mechanisms exist, under the Penal Code or elsewhere, allowing women to obtain restraining orders to protect them against their aggressors, who could be spouses, relatives, or domestic partners.

A revision of Section 375 has been proposed by the parliament, but with the exception of changing the legal age of sexual consent from 14 to 16 years, there are no proposed changes to the other provisions, including an expanded definition of rape and or the elimination of the marital rape exception.

Meanwhile, neither Burma’s Code of Criminal Procedure nor its Evidence Act contains any substantive protections for the integrity and dignity of women during the investigation and prosecution of cases involving violence against women. Indeed, the Code of Criminal Procedure does not appear to have any specific provisions concerning violence against women. Meanwhile, under the Evidence Act, the few examples of provisions that do address violence against women appear to do more harm than good, particularly in cases of sexual violence. For instance, under the Evidence Act, a woman’s previous sexual conduct and character is admissible as evidence to discredit her testimony concerning allegations of her rape. The law also permits judges to both compel victims of rape to testify against their attackers and to draw an adverse inference from a victim’s refusal to answer questions about the rape. And while the Evidence
Act does require courts to presume lack of consent when a woman testifies she did not consent, the lack of other evidence to corroborate such testimony can constitute a substantial barrier to justice. In the words of one court, it is considered “notoriously unsafe” to convict a man of rape based on the uncorroborated testimony of a woman.31

These shortcomings are reinforced and reflected by a cultural habit of victim blaming within Burma.32 For instance, when women report violence to the police, the authorities tend to give advice and take actions designed to keep the couple together (likely due to the widespread stigma of divorce).33 Lack of official support not only reinforces an environment of impunity for perpetrators, but also contributes to lower reporting of incidents of abuse, isolation of victims, and physical and mental health consequences.34

In light of these deficiencies in Burma’s legal framework for addressing violence against women, the CEDAW Committee in 2008 urged Burma to “give priority attention to combating violence against women and girls and to adopt comprehensive measures to address all forms of violence against women and girls.”35 Among other things, the CEDAW Committee called upon the Government’s to address the types of legal deficiencies described above, including by “ensur[ing] that violence against women and girls, including domestic violence and all forms of sexual abuse, constitutes a criminal offence; that perpetrators are prosecuted, punished and rehabilitated; and that women and girls who are victims of violence have access to immediate means of redress and protection.”36 Moreover, it also requested that the Government “remove any impediments faced by women in gaining access to justice” with regard to gender-based violence, which would include reforms to address the deficiencies in the Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Evidence Act described above, and recommended “implementation of training for the judiciary and public officials, in particular law-enforcement personnel and health-service providers, in order to ensure that they are sensitized to all forms of violence against women and can provide adequate gender-sensitive support to victims.”37

4.4.3 ANALYSIS OF NSPAW

NSPAW identifies addressing violence against women as one of its 12 Key Priority Areas, and includes a commitment to “build the capacity of the Myanmar Police Force, judicial officers, health care staff and volunteers to actively respond to, and prevent all forms of violence against women and girls.”38 NSPAW also contains a pledge to “tak[e] legal action against perpetrators of violence against women” while pledging to “[e]nsure that all women and girls affected by violence have access to services, in both urban and rural areas.”39

While these aspirational commitments constitute welcome steps, NSPAW devotes little to no attention to addressing the fundamental deficiencies in Burma’s law that constitute substantial and often insurmountable barriers to justice for victims of violence and can ensure impunity for perpetrators. For example, notwithstanding pledges to “develop and strengthen laws” to eliminate violence against women, NSPAW does not call for a comprehensive violence against women law, nor does it advocate for any legal reforms to correct flaws in Burma’s Penal Code, Code of Criminal Procedure, and Evidence Act. No progress can be made in the campaign to protect women from violence, including domestic violence, without major changes to the legal regime, including: provisions of the Penal Code that ambiguously define rape and other sexual violence crimes; provisions of the Evidence Act that allow prosecutors and courts to further violate the dignity and integrity of victims of sexual violence through evidentiary procedure; and the absence of any specific provisions dealing with violence against women whatsoever under the Code of Criminal Procedure.40

Notably, the Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee includes recognition of the need for a comprehensive law addressing violence against women, including a positive commitment to draft and enact an “Anti-Violence against Women Law” under the Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief, and Resettlement’s Department of Social Welfare.41 The periodic report also includes welcome commitments concerning extensive research and public awareness-building on violence against women, as well as a national strategy to combat trafficking of women and girls.42 Critically, however, like NSPAW, the periodic report lacks any discussion of necessary reforms to existing legislation
that prevent victims of violence against women from seeking justice. In particular, as in NSPAW, the Government’s periodic report makes no reference to deficiencies embedded in Burma’s Penal Code, Code of Criminal Procedure, and Evidence Act, and indeed suggests that existing laws are sufficient to provide justice for women who have experienced violence.43

4.4.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- The Government must enact new legislation guaranteeing comprehensive protection from all forms of violence against women, including emotional, economic, domestic and sexual violence (including marital rape), as well as sexual assault and sexual harassment. The new legislation should also provide clear criminal penalties, civil remedies, rehabilitation and reparations in all cases of violence against women.

- The Government must amend its existing laws relating to violence against women, including provisions of the Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Evidence Act, to ensure such laws adhere to prevailing international standards, removing antiquated notions of family and sexual violence, and guarantee justice in the form of criminal punishment, victim rehabilitation and reparations.

- The Government must ensure that its laws respect the integrity and dignity of women who have experienced gender-based violence. This must include repealing any procedural and evidentiary provisions of the Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Evidence Act that violate the integrity and dignity of women during the investigation and prosecution of cases involving violence against women.

- The Government must combat Burma’s culture of victim blaming including by establishing protective measures and support services for victims of violence women and implementation of gender-sensitive training of judicial and law enforcement officers and other public officials in connection with cases of violence against women.

- For specific recommendations on the intersection of armed conflict and violence against women, please see infra section “Sexual Violence, Access to Justice, and Political Participation of Women in Conflict and Post-Conflict Settings.”
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4.5 SEXUAL VIOLENCE, ACCESS TO JUSTICE, AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN CONFLICT AND POST-CONFLICT SETTINGS (GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 28, 30)

4.5.1 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

Situations of armed conflict pose grave threats to civilians. Women are especially vulnerable since conflict exacerbates existing gender inequalities and places them at heightened risk of violence, which prevents their equal enjoyment and exercise of fundamental rights. In particular, the routine use of sexual violence as a tactic of war is one of the most destructive violations suffered by women and girls during and after conflict. Post-conflict transition processes routinely exclude women and women's issues and rarely provide reparations, which means that cessation of conflict often does not eliminate inequalities, ameliorate women's suffering, or make women whole.

Importantly, the full protection of women's human rights at all times is one of CEDAW’s fundamental objectives and a State party’s obligations under CEDAW apply continuously before, during, and after situations of armed conflict. Additionally, through its General Recommendation 30 on women in conflict prevention, conflict, and post-conflict situations, the Committee has provided authoritative guidance on how CEDAW obligations must ensure the ability of women to exercise fundamental rights on an equal basis with men in conflict-related contexts. For purposes of this analysis, three obligations of States parties are particularly relevant: (1) protection against sexual violence during and after times of armed conflict; (2) ensuring that perpetrators of sexual violence are brought to justice; and (3) promoting the full participation of women in formal peacemaking and post-conflict reconstruction.

When dealing with sexual violence in conflict, post-conflict or transitional situations, States parties’ obligations under CEDAW are interpreted within the broader framework of international law and international humanitarian law. In particular, resolutions of the UN Security Council are “crucial political frameworks for advancing advocacy regarding women, peace and security.” Of specific note is Security Council Resolution 1325 on women, peace and security, adopted in October 2000, calling “on all parties to conflict to take special measures to protect women and girls from gender-based violence, particularly rape and other forms of sexual abuse, in situations of armed conflict” and to prosecute those responsible. Since 2000, the Security Council has passed an additional six resolutions as part of its Women, Peace and Security agenda in order to set forth state and international responsibilities to protect women in conflict, include women in post-conflict processes, and provide reparations to victims. In addition, CEDAW obligations are also informed by jurisprudence of international criminal tribunals and the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, pursuant to which conflict-related violence against women can constitute war crimes, crimes against humanity, or constituent acts of genocide.

Sexual Violence in Conflict and Post-Conflict Settings

Gender-based violence in conflict is documented in a range of forms, including arbitrary killings, torture and mutilation, and various forms of sexual violence including rape, forced marriage, forced prostitution, forced impregnation, forced termination of pregnancy, and forced sterilization. The Committee has found it “indisputable” that women and girls are targeted by both State and non-State actors for sexual violence as a tactic of war, with the intent to humiliate, dominate, instill fear in, disperse, or forcibly relocate members of targeted communities or ethnic groups. Moreover, sexual violence in conflict does not stop with official ceasefires or the signing of peace agreements. In fact, as the Committee acknowledges, all forms of gender-based violence, in particular sexual violence, escalate in post-conflict settings. These violations constitute an egregious form of discrimination prohibited by multiple articles of CEDAW, under which obligations of States parties do not cease during times of conflict.

The Committee has therefore made it clear that States parties are obligated to adopt strategies and measures to eliminate violence against women during and after armed conflict, regardless of whether the violence was perpetrated by...
the government or another actor. For instance, through General Recommendation 30, the Committee issued a wide range of recommendations detailing how States parties should address sexual violence in times of armed conflict, including:

- Prohibition of all forms of gender-based violence by State and non-State actors, including through legislation, policies, and protocols, and implementation of a zero tolerance policy against sexual violence in armed conflict;
- Adoption of gender-sensitive investigative procedures to address sexual violence;
- Institution of gender-sensitive training and adoption of codes of conduct and protocols for the police and military, including peacekeepers, and allocation of sufficient funds and other resources to implement these initiatives.

**Addressing Impunity for Perpetrators of Sexual Violence in Conflict**

In conflict and post-conflict situations, States parties must investigate and punish all forms of gender-based violence and ensure women's right to adequate and effective remedy and reparations for sexual violence suffered during and after conflict. However, access to justice is more difficult in situations of conflict and post-conflict, in part because formal justice systems may no longer exist or function. Moreover, transitional justice mechanisms such as truth commissions or hybrid courts that are instituted to replace or support dysfunctional judicial systems have historically failed victims of gender-based violence by not adequately delivering justice and reparations, thereby entrenching the impunity enjoyed by perpetrators of sexual violence in conflict. Thus, as the Committee has acknowledged, "the most egregious and pervasive violations which have occurred during conflict often remain unpunished in transitional justice mechanisms and are 'normalized' in the post-conflict environment." Often, and in violation of explicit UN policy, transitional post-conflict processes grant amnesties to ex-combatants, even those who have committed human rights abuses, including sexual violence. Taken together, these failures constitute violations of CEDAW Articles 1, 2, 3, 5(a), and 15, among others.

The Committee has offered specific recommendations to States parties regarding how to fulfill their obligations to ensure access to justice for victims of sexual violence in conflict and post-conflict settings. These recommendations directly echo principles of international law underscoring the responsibility of all states to end impunity and to prosecute those responsible for war crimes, including crimes of sexual and other violence against women and girls, as well as the need to exclude such crimes from amnesty provisions. The Committee's recommendations call on States parties to:

- Ensure a comprehensive approach to transitional justice that incorporates mechanisms which are gender sensitive and promote women's rights;
- Ensure that transitional justice mechanisms guarantee women's access to justice by mandating that bodies address all gender-based violations, reject amnesties for gender-based violations, and ensure compliance with the recommendations and decisions issued by such mechanisms;
- Ensure that support for reconciliation processes does not result in blanket amnesties for any human rights violations, especially sexual violence against women and girls, and that such processes reinforce efforts to combat impunity for such crimes.

**Participation of Women in Post-Conflict Transition**

In situations of post-conflict transition, promotion of gender equality and women's participation in decision-making processes is often under-prioritized or sidelined as incompatible with reconstruction objectives, in violation of obligations to ensure women's equal representation in political and public life under CEDAW Articles 7 and 8 as well as Security Council Resolutions on Women, Peace and Security. In response, the Committee has repeatedly expressed concern that women's voices are silenced and marginalized in post-conflict and transition periods and recovery pro-
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cesses, stressing that women’s equal and meaningful participation in all branches of government, appointment to leadership positions in government, and ability to actively participate in civil society are “prerequisites for creating a society with lasting democracy, peace and gender equality” in a post-conflict setting. Moreover, the Committee has also made it clear that in fulfilling obligations to ensure equal participation of women in political and public life in the post-conflict context, States parties must give women an equal start, including through the adoption of temporary special measures to accelerate substantive equality under CEDAW Article 4(1).

To address these concerns, the CEDAW Committee has recommended that all States parties in post-conflict transition:

- Ensure that legislative, executive, administrative, and other regulatory instruments do not restrict women’s participation in the prevention, management, and resolution of conflicts;

- Ensure women’s equal representation at all decision-making levels in national institutions and mechanisms dealing with crimes committed during the conflict;

- Ensure that women and civil society organizations focused on women’s issues and representatives of civil society are included equally in all peace negotiations and post-conflict rebuilding and reconstruction efforts;

- Provide leadership training to women in order to ensure their effective participation in the post-conflict political processes;

- Ensure that new constitutions contain temporary special measures to accelerate substantive equality, including through temporary special measures designed to enhance women’s participation as candidates for government leadership positions.

4.5.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

As explained in the “Background on Burma” section above, Burma has been in armed conflict for over 60 years. Despite the Government’s recent limited democratic reforms, Burma’s political landscape remains tightly controlled by the military, which is still engaged in armed conflict with various ethnic minority groups. While continuing conflict has impacted women in myriad ways, this report highlights three specific areas in which CEDAW provides strict responsibilities for States parties: (1) to eliminate sexual violence during conflict; (2) to end impunity for perpetrators of sexual violence; and (3) to ensure women’s participation in post-conflict processes.

Sexual Violence in Conflict and Post-Conflict Settings

Observers, including the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar, have repeatedly noted the high level of state-sponsored sexual violence occurring in Burma’s ethnic areas as part of on-going ethnic conflict. Sexual violence has been reported in both ceasefire and non-ceasefire areas in multiple ethnic states. Since 2010, there have been 118 documented incidents of sexual violence by the military. From 2002 to 2007, the nationwide number was 875, 128 of which were rapes of girls under the age of 18. Military-orchestrated rapes are committed by foot-soldiers and officers alike, and often feature extreme brutality, gang rapes, and/or sexual slavery. In many cases, women and girls die either as a result of injuries sustained during the rape, or are killed after-the-fact to prevent them from reporting their attacks or recounting their experiences. Reports indicate that many figures regarding state-sponsored rape in ethnic areas are far lower than reality, as many cases go unreported.

This pattern of state-sponsored sexual violence against ethnic minority women has continued despite the country’s transition to a quasi-civilian government. In fact, the transition to “democracy” has not included any Government efforts to remove the legal and administrative pillars that provide impunity for perpetrators of sexual violence in conflict. Since 2011, continued conflict and large-scale development projects in ethnic minority communities have in-
creased military presence, and thereby increased military-perpetrated sexual violence in those areas. For example, in January 2015, two Kachin women were beaten, raped and killed in Shan State allegedly by soldiers from a Light Infantry Battalion stationed nearby. These attacks, linked to military offensives in resource rich ethnic areas, are reported to have been committed in more than 35 townships and 38 different battalions, suggesting that they are a part of a military strategy of using sexual violence against ethnic communities. In addition, armed conflict has intensified the conditions at refugee and IDP camps, where gender-based violence is commonplace. While domestic violence is the most common form of violence against women in the displaced persons camps, sexual assault, sexual exploitation, and trafficking are also major threats to the camps’ female population.

Despite the evidence indicating otherwise, the Government consistently denies allegations of widespread and systematic sexual violence against ethnic women. President Thein Sein stated during an October 2012 interview that Burma’s military was “very disciplined” and there was therefore “no reason for the military to commit acts of rape or murder.” Later, in March 2013, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing stated that “since we train our Tatmadaw men to acknowledge and adhere to the Geneva Convention, our Tatmadaw have never committed any war crimes and soldiers who [committed punishable acts] have had effective action taken against them according to military regulations.” Neither the military nor the Government has publicly disclosed information regarding these alleged “effective” actions, including the charges filed or the legal standards applied.

The Committee has recognized the pervasive nature of the problem. In the 2008 Concluding Observations, the CEDAW Committee “express[ed] its deep concern at the high prevalence of sexual and other forms of violence, including rape, perpetrated by members of the armed forces against rural ethnic women, including Shan, Mon, Karen, Palaung and Chin women.” Since 2008, despite the installation of a civilian government that claims to be instilling democratic reforms, sexual violence against ethnic women continues to be a pattern and practice of the military that remains unchecked by the Government.

It should be noted that in June 2014 the Government signed the Declaration of Commitment to End Sexual Violence in Conflict. This pledge commits the Government to ending sexual violence in conflict, ending impunity for perpetrators of sexual violence in conflict and ensuring that victims of sexual violence in conflict receive support and reparations. Therefore, the Government’s failure to adequately address allegations of state-sponsored sexual violence violates Burma’s obligations under CEDAW, international law and international humanitarian law.

Addressing Impunity for Perpetrators of Sexual Violence

The military’s widespread and systematic campaign of sexual violence against ethnic women is made possible by the culture of impunity that insulates perpetrators of human rights abuses. In particular, the “failure to investigate, prosecute and punish those responsible for rape and sexual violence has contributed to an environment conducive to the perpetuation of violence against women and girls in Burma.” The Human Rights Council and UN General Assembly have passed a combined 17 resolutions over the past 15 years urging the Government to end rape and other forms of sexual violence, and to end impunity for those responsible for violations of human rights. The UN General Assembly Resolution in 2011 highlighted the Government’s failure to heed previous calls by the UN to end impunity. Failure to address sexual violence is made possible by structural deficiencies in Burma’s legal system itself. For example, Article 445 of the 2008 Constitution guarantees that no proceeding shall be instituted against any member of the Government, “in respect to any act done in the execution of their respective duties.” This provision can be construed as a guarantee of immunity for military actors from investigation, prosecution, or punishment for crimes committed in carrying out their roles, including for sexual violence committed in conflict and post-conflict circumstances. In 2009, the Special Rapporteur on the human rights situation in Myanmar stated that Article 445 “provides for blanket immunity for State agents, contrary to the very essence of accountability for human rights violations.”
In addition to Article 445, the 2008 Constitution further entrenches impunity by establishing military autonomy over all its own judicial processes and giving the Commander-in-Chief “final and conclusive” authority over all cases and complaints. Therefore, all serious human rights violations committed by the military, including rapes and sexual assaults, fall under the jurisdiction of a totally military-controlled judicial system. Under the 2008 Constitution, the Commander-in-Chief can simply overturn verdicts as he sees fit and any civilian prosecution of a member of the military must be agreed to by the military. This system guarantees impunity for military personnel.

Deficiencies in the domestic legal system also contribute to the culture of impunity by providing insufficient legal protections for women who have experienced the military’s sexual violence. These include flaws in Burma’s outdated, colonial-era laws such as the Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Evidence Act, which present substantial obstacles to addressing sexual violence in the context of Burma’s CEDAW obligations and are discussed in the Access to Justice section above.

Even if cases against the military could be heard outside of military courts, Burma “lacks an independent, impartial, and effective judiciary, which is not only essential for its transition to democracy but also necessary to...safeguard human rights and fundamental freedoms,” including the right of women to access legal remedies for rights violations, such as sexual violence in conflict. Traditionally, the judiciary in Burma has been viewed as “weak, incompetent and corrupt” and the 2008 Constitution limits the judicial branch’s power. Judges have not been vetted during the transition to civilian rule and the 2008 Constitution requires a minimum tenure of judicial experience for appointment to certain courts—making these positions available only to judges in power during the military juntas. Accordingly, judges are often holdovers from the previous military regime which, at a minimum, calls into question their judicial independence.

Finally, the culture of impunity is further buttressed by the remoteness, and ongoing nature, of the military’s campaigns. International observers are often unable to access these remote areas due to geographic obstacles or administrative roadblocks. In addition, there is a cultural stigma against reporting sexual violence and complaint mechanisms either do not exist or are insufficient to address the breadth of the violence. Women coming forward to report conflict-related crimes of sexual violence face harassment and retaliation, including threats, torture and arbitrary detention. Meager financial compensation is often offered in order to discourage women from seeking justice. To date, few, if any, perpetrators of sexual violence during the armed conflict in Burma have been investigated, prosecuted, or punished through judicial processes, and few victims have received any sort of redress or reparation.

In the 2008 Concluding Observations, the Committee expressed concern regarding the “apparent impunity” of military perpetrators of sexual violence against ethnic women in conflict situations as well as reports of threatening, intimidation, and punishment of victims. The Committee urged the Government “to take immediate steps to put an end to those violations” and “to prosecute and punish the perpetrators, including military personnel.” However, because structural, legal, and informal barriers to justice remain in place despite the institution of a civilian government, women remain unable to access effective means of redress and remedy.

**Participation of Women in Post-Conflict Transition**

Since 2011, the nominally civilian government has signed initial ceasefire agreements with 14 armed ethnic groups. The negotiation of these ceasefires was performed almost exclusively by men which marginalized women and violated international law. More recently, the Government agreed in principle to negotiate a draft nationwide ceasefire. It is widely acknowledged that women have been historically excluded from participating in negotiations for peace and transitional processes. In 2013, the 52-member delegation representing the Government included only two women (who are duly elected representatives of the Pyithu Hluttaw). The 11-member “central committee” did not include any women. The Special Rapporteur found that “women have been largely excluded and have not been a part of the ne-
Women in Burma are often excluded from decision-making processes due to social and cultural inequalities. Thus, the exclusion of women in the ongoing peace processes is a reflection of the broader societal belief that political decision-making is a male's responsibility as well as the notion that men are more involved in these issues as direct combatants in conflict. Related to this idea is the notion that security and ceasefire issues take priority over broader social and gender concerns.

Unfortunately, though not surprisingly, none of the preliminary ceasefire agreements made a reference to women, or any reference to accountability for acts of systematic sexual violence perpetrated against ethnic populations by the military. Indeed, evidence indicates that the ceasefire agreement frameworks and their implementation continue to ignore underlying gender roles and associated power dynamics that lay the basis for institutionalized gender discrimination. The exclusion of women from peace processes can lead to irreversible losses for women, since crucial conflict-related issues of concern to women, such as sexual violence, go unmentioned and therefore unaddressed in peace accords. In short, if women are not included at the negotiation table, women’s issues and views are not reflected in peace agreements, thereby exacerbating women’s marginalization in the economy, society, and politics.

Therefore, the current peace processes in Burma must be expanded to include women, women's issues, and the larger contextual issues behind gender relations.

4.5.3 ANALYSIS OF NSPAW

As explained in more detail in the previous section on “Violence against Women,” NSPAW contains lofty and aspirational language concerning the elimination of gender-based violence. In addition, NSPAW includes a commitment to “build the capacity of the Myanmar Police Force, judicial officers, health care staff and volunteers to actively respond to, and prevent all forms of violence against women and girls.” On its face, NSPAW’s language on gender-based violence would appear to include—or at least not exclude—contemplation of sexual violence by military actors against ethnic women in conflict and post-conflict situations. In addition, NSPAW specifically calls for a “Plan of Action addressing Security Council Resolutions about conflict-related sexual violence.”

The stark reality of the Burma military’s ongoing campaign of sexual violence against ethnic women demands details, not generalities, and actions, not promises. NSPAW’s one oblique reference to Security Council Resolutions is not sufficient to meet Burma’s obligations to address conflict-related sexual violence as required by international law, including CEDAW. Even that reference to a “Plan of Action” has been ignored, since no further mention has been made of it since NSPAW’s adoption.

Moreover, NSPAW does not directly address the gender-related concerns of conflict and completely ignores the significant legal barriers that must be dismantled in order to ensure justice for victims of sexual violence in conflict. NSPAW does not suggest any changes to the 2008 Constitution, legal structure, or justice mechanisms to remove the culture of impunity that prevails. As required by international law and as defined by the Committee, conflict and post-conflict settings require multiple specific remedies for women who experience sexual violence. NSPAW does not meet this standard, and without addressing these fundamental aspects of Burma’s political and legal landscape, sexual violence in conflict will continue and become further entrenched.

NSPAW similarly avoids taking a position on the need to include women in peace negotiations and other transitional processes as required by international law and CEDAW. Sections of NSPAW that call for increasing women’s participation make no reference to the applicability in a peace-building context. Without addressing the lack of meaningful participation of women in these important dialogues, the voices of women remain silenced and marginalized, in violation of CEDAW and international law.
The Government’s 2015 periodic report to the Committee contains some welcome language that appears to improve upon NSPAW’s lack of specificity regarding gender-related concerns in connection with conflict—albeit only limited improvements with substantial room for additional steps. For instance, the periodic report references “a zero tolerance policy against any sexual misconduct by the military personnel” and limited figures concerning prosecution of sexual violence perpetrated by military actors. However, despite a blanket assertion that victims of gender-based violence committed by the military “can candidly complain to nearby military or civil authorities in order to take action against offenders,” and that “military authorities will take prompt actions against accused military personnel as complaints are received,” the periodic report substantially lacks specific steps for implementation of any strategic plan to identify and eliminate sexual violence by military actors against ethnic women in conflict and post-conflict situations. Nor does the periodic report acknowledge the significant legal barriers that must be dismantled in order to ensure justice for victims of sexual violence in conflict, including any changes to the 2008 Constitution, legal structure, or justice mechanisms in order to remove Burma’s prevailing culture of impunity. Similarly, while the periodic report, unlike NSPAW, does reference modest steps towards greater inclusion of women in peace negotiations and transitional processes, it omits any specific steps to ensure meaningful and genuine participation by women beyond mere tokenism.

4.5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- **Sexual Violence in Conflict and Post-Conflict Settings**
  - The Government must acknowledge the military’s historical and ongoing use of sexual violence in conflict and prohibit sexual violence in conflict, by state and non-state actors, through legislation, policies, protocols, and a zero tolerance policy.
  - The Government must adopt gender sensitive investigation procedures and trainings for police, military, and other government personnel.

- **Addressing Impunity for Perpetrators of Sexual Violence**
  - The Government must amend the 2008 Constitution to dispose of its provisions securing impunity for military personnel who commit sexual violence in conflict, including sections 445 and 343(b).
  - The Government must amend its existing laws relating to violence against women, including provisions of the Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Evidence Act, to ensure such laws adhere to prevailing international standards, removing antiquated notions of family and sexual violence, and guarantee justice in the form of criminal punishment, victim rehabilitation and reparations.
  - The Government must prosecute all perpetrators of sexual violence in conflict, regardless of rank, according to international standards and in accordance with its obligations under UN Security Council Resolutions.
  - The Government must undertake a vetting program to ensure that governmental, legislative or judicial officials were not participants or perpetrators of the military’s campaign of sexual violence in conflict.

- **Participation of Women in Post-Conflict Transition**
  - The Government must ensure women’s equal participation at ongoing peace processes, including through the use of quotas and temporary special measures.
  - The Government must incorporate gender issues and women’s rights into peace negotiation agendas and ongoing processes.
  - The Government must guarantee women’s access to justice by guaranteeing there will be no amnesties for gender-based crimes during the conflict.
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4.6 WOMEN AND HEALTH (ARTICLE 12, GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 24)

4.6.1 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

Recognizing that inequality, at both the individual and societal level, negatively impacts health,1 CEDAW comprehensively addresses women’s equal access to health in Article 12 and weaves health-related protections through several other articles and general recommendations.2 These multiple and diverse provisions make clear that States parties must take a deliberate and comprehensive approach to ensuring women’s equal and non-discriminatory access to health care in order to fulfill their obligations under CEDAW.

Article 12 requires States parties to “eliminate discrimination against women in the field of health care in order to ensure, on an equal basis of equality of men and women, access to health care services, including those related to family planning.”3 Article 12 implicates both individual and collective spheres of health rights since individual access to health care is frequently a function of individual circumstances and the collective nature of health care systems.4 Importantly, Article 12 protects the right to non-discriminatory access to health care services, rather than the right to health as such.5 Under CEDAW, “access” encompasses women’s knowledge and comprehension of necessary information, including the effectiveness, risks and benefits of health care options, service locations, hours of operation, and legal permissibility of such services.6 In light of this requirement, the Committee has identified multiple legal and regulatory barriers to comprehensive health care, including limits on access to contraception and criminalization of abortion.7 Still, it should be noted that the emphasis on access presupposes the availability and knowledge of sustainable services.8

Full implementation of CEDAW’s health care provisions is complicated by the fact that, in many States, health care services are provided by private (non-state) actors. Accordingly General Recommendation 24 on Article 12 obliges State parties “to take action to prevent and impose sanctions for violations of rights by private persons and organizations.”9 Under this requirement, States parties have a due diligence obligation to establish effective health care systems to prevent and respond to acts of discrimination by acts of non-State actors.10

4.6.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

Burma’s citizens do not have quality, affordable, or even accessible, health care. The national health care system in Burma is lacking as a result of an antiquated legal regime, decades of government underinvestment in both infrastructure and development and barriers to access.11 Between 2009 and 2011, Burma’s health care expenditures amounted to a meager 0.2% of GDP, with only minor increases to 0.8% and 1.1% in 2012 and 2013, respectively.12 Despite this marginal increase in spending, these increases must be contextualized with Burma’s particularly low investment in health (Burma still spends less on health than any other ASEAN country).13

As a result, Burma’s national health care system is in desperate need of improvement. The country suffers from poor access to basic services, general service unavailability, disparities in availability and affordability of essential medicines, and an inadequate number of properly-trained health professionals.14 In fact, there is only 1 doctor per 3315 people, and one midwife per 1195 people.15

Owing to an absence of government services, most of Burma’s population is forced to rely on exceptionally costly private providers, polyclinics, or monasteries that provide basic primary care services.16 Paralleling many of Burma’s broad-based developmental issues, women are disproportionately affected by the deficiencies of the country’s health care system.17 This issue is only made worse by poverty, geographical barriers, poor quality of care and the shortage of health personnel, especially midwives.18

These constraints contribute to the high rate of maternal mortality in the country, with a rate of 200 deaths per 100,000 live births19—amongst the highest in the region.20 Major causes of this elevated rate are women’s difficulties
travelling to the appropriate care providers and the unavailability of skilled birth attendants (far below the level recommended by the World Health Organization).21

Women in Burma have limited access to reproductive health care and family planning resources. Due to paternalistic policies and attitudes, contraceptive use is seen as a woman’s responsibility and access is predicated on a woman’s knowledge, ability and willingness to seek it out.22 However in many cases, men, other family members, or the government, control a woman’s ability to use contraception or birth spacing methods.23 For example, to obtain a sterilization procedure a woman must apply for approval to a medical board (which can take up to five months).24 Sterilization without meeting these requirements may rise to the level of a criminal offense.25 Consequently, these barriers limit women’s knowledge of, or access to, various contraceptive methods to which they are entitled.26

The situation is more desperate for Burma’s rural women, with modern contraception widely more prevalent in urban areas.27 UNFPA has found that 49% of married urban women used modern contraceptives, while only 34% of married rural women did the same.28 This is particularly troubling because 70% of women in Burma live in rural areas.29 Still, general access to contraception is exceptionally difficult and an estimated 80% of women in eastern Burma have never used birth control.30

Women’s limited knowledge about, access to, and use of, family planning methods also leads to unwanted pregnancies.31 Troublingly, however, abortion is illegal in Burma, even in cases of rape (unless the procedure is performed to save the mother’s life).32 As a result, women seeking abortions must rely on clandestine and unsafe abortion services.33 Under Burma’s law, not only is a woman who attempts to induce an abortion liable to serve a three-to-ten year term in prison, to pay a fine, or both, so too is anyone attempting to help her.34 Unsurprisingly then, abortion is the third most common cause of maternal death in Burma.35

In the Concluding Observations of Burma’s 2008 CEDAW review, the Committee called upon the Government to “strengthen its efforts in the area of health, including by allocating the necessary resources for the implementation of various projects and programmes.....”36 Recognizing particular issues of concern, the Committee called on the government to “reduce, as a matter of priority, the incidence of maternal mortality, as well as deaths caused by...maternal complications.”37 The Committee also urged Burma to make every effort to increase access to health care facilities and to increase knowledge of, and access to, affordable contraceptive methods.38 It recommended sex education be widely promoted and targeted at adolescent girls and boys and that education programs take due account of the traditions and physical barriers facing rural women.39 Finally, the Committee recommended the Government continue seeking financial and technical support from the international community and civil society to improve women’s health.40

In 2009 the Government developed and began implementing the Five Year Plan for National Reproductive Health 2009-2013.41 The Plan was designed to improve the health of mothers and children by reducing maternal, neonatal and child mortality and morbidity.42 However, there is no publically available information on the implementation of the Plan and reforms do not appear to have improved women’s access to health care.43

More recently, Burma’s national legislature passed a set of so-called "Laws on the Protection of Race and Religion" that threaten to further entrench widespread gender-based discrimination, including in the context of equal access to health care.44 In particular, the proposed Population Control Health Care Bill provides for a 36-month “birth spacing” interval for women between child births.45 This clearly violates the Government’s international obligations to ensure the right of women, on an equal basis with men, to “decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children and to have access to the information, education and means to enable them to exercise these rights.”46 The law also contains no protections against use of forced contraception, forced abortion, or forced sterilization as implementation or enforcement measures, which violate a broad range of fundamental rights, including women’s rights to life, liberty, and security, and the right to be free from discriminatory barriers to health care, all on an equal basis with men.
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Collectively, the disproportionate effect on women of a dilapidated health care system, the paternalistic approach to women's health decisions, the illegality of abortion and the Government's insufficient education on women's health do not come close to fulfilling CEDAW's Article 12 mandate on women's equal access to health care. In light of these issues, and given the troubling direction towards further gender-based inequality signaled by the "Race and Religion" laws, the Government needs not only to take heed of the numerous and diverse issues outlined above and addressed by the Committee in 2008, but also make sure that implementation is comprehensively contemplated, planned and executed.

4.6.3 ANALYSIS OF NSPAW

NSPAW's "Women and Health" section offers important and commendable indications of the Government's commitment to "strengthen laws, systems, structures and practices to protect, promote and fulfill women's and girls' right to quality and affordable health care, including sexual and reproductive health care." However, NSPAW falls short in three main areas: (1) not comprehensively addressing the shortcomings of the healthcare system; (2) no precise and specific practical implementation plan; and (3) no benchmarks for success.

NSPAW mentions women's access to "basic" health care in numerous places, but fails to directly acknowledge the shortcomings of the nationwide health care system or issues facing women only. In light of the countless issues facing Burma's broader health system, this absence is troubling. In order to ensure that women's access to health care is on par with its international obligations, it is important that the system's infrastructure, on the whole, is sturdy, reliable and robust.

NSPAW fails to ensure, or even mention, that women are entitled to access health care on an equal basis as men. Instead, NSPAW generally aims to strengthen women's access to "quality" health care. It must be noted that even if NSPAW succeeds in this goal, women's access to health care may be less than that of men, contravening CEDAW. On reproductive health and rights, NSPAW suggests the Government will provide health care services to adolescents and rural women to prevent underage pregnancies and the spread of sexually transmitted diseases. NSPAW further highlights the Government's priority of reducing stereotypes surrounding access to reproductive health care and distribution of free contraception to indigent women. However, NSPAW fails to specifically and discretely address the country's issues, such as handling obstetric emergencies, high maternal mortality, abortion care and sex education.

While the Government's additional allocation of funding in its 2013 budget toward improving the medical system is commendable, sustained improvement and development of Burma's health infrastructure requires a more concrete commitment. Ad hoc financial contributions to the health care system will not suffice and specific investment in training medical professionals, improving technology, and broadening access to medicine will be important components for strengthening the health system.

NSPAW's general objective and goals, while steering Burma on the path towards conformance with CEDAW, are highly generalized and fail to provide a definitive picture of how they will be implemented. The extent to which Burma's health care system fails its female population underscores the need for detailed and comprehensive measures which set forth precisely how the Government intends to achieve its stated objective and goals. Accordingly, the broad language reflected in NSPAW is insufficient to improve women's equal access to health care.

NSPAW further fails to establish or mention any frameworks by which to measure the success of its various goals on health. Again, taking into consideration the underdevelopment and deep-rooted patriarchy embedded in Burma's health care system, NSPAW's praiseworthy goals would be best served with concrete and measureable benchmarks to help assess success.

The Government's 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee echoes NSPAW's generalized pronouncements, omitting discussion of specific, measurable steps towards practical realization of access to health care for women on
an equal basis with men. For instance, in discussing implementation of CEDAW Article 12, the periodic report does little more than list 11 national laws and policies related to health—less than half of which appear directly related to women and/or reproductive health. And while setting out positive aspirations concerning improvement in maternal mortality and prevention of sexually-transmitted diseases, an overall emphasis on birth spacing as a reproductive health policy tool is cause for concern over lack of safeguards to protect the right of women to freely decide matters concerning the number and spacing of children. Finally, the Government’s periodic report does not appear to mention any explicit prohibitions against use of forced contraception, forced abortion, or forced sterilization as implementation or enforcement measures.

In order to ensure that women are provided the equality guaranteed to them by and through CEDAW, the Government must end its pattern of generalized pronouncements and instead undertake a long-term, detailed and focused effort addressing the various health needs of women.

4.6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- The Government must expand NSPAW’s goal on women’s health to ensuring women’s equal access to health care.
- In concert with ensuring women’s equal access to health care, the Government must increase funding dedicated to strengthening the national health care system, including in training medical professionals, improving technology, broadening access to facilities and medications, and ensuring private providers administer aid in line with Burma’s international obligations.
- The Government must dedicate special attention and resources to reducing the unacceptably high maternal mortality rate, including increasing the number of midwives and facilities capable of handling obstetric emergencies.
- The Government must eliminate barriers to women’s access to reproductive health care, including by repealing the Penal Code provision criminalizing abortion, and any other legislative requirements impeding a woman’s autonomy over her body and her health.
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4.7 WOMEN AND EDUCATION (ARTICLE 10)

4.7.1 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

Education is an essential tool for achieving the goals of equality, development and peace and is considered to be a basic human right. Women’s equal access to education is therefore foundational to ensuring equality and ending discrimination against women. In Article 10, CEDAW calls for the elimination of discrimination that prevents women and girls from accessing education of all levels and types—including formal, non-formal, and vocational training. The importance of access to education is also embedded in CEDAW’s numerous calls for economic and social equality.

CEDAW requires States parties to fulfill four discrete responsibilities on education. First, States parties must ensure that women receive the same quality and type of education and have the same potential to benefit from such education as men. This includes ensuring that women have access to the same curricula as men, and reducing disproportionate female dropout rates.

Second, taking into consideration that discrimination against girls in access to education often starts at a very young age, and that learning stereotyped gender roles can impact a child’s education, States parties must address all types and levels of education for both rural and urban women. This includes pre-school through the tertiary level in academic and technological-vocational fields.

Third, the initiatives employed must eliminate stereotypical concepts of the roles of men and women in society. Education has proven to be an effective tool in combating traditional notions of gender that perpetuate patriarchal and paternalistic social and economic frameworks. Thus, instead of further ingraining traditional conceptions of masculine and feminine roles in society, States parties must change the content of educational materials so as to ensure they do not reinforce gender stereotypes.

Last, States parties must ensure that education within their borders promotes women’s enjoyment of rights in personal, family, political and public life. Where the right of women and girls to education is fully implemented and advanced, women are empowered and equipped to claim rights through that education. Robust education further helps women access labor markets and increase economic opportunities and renders women less likely to enter illegal and risky economic pursuits.

It has been widely accepted that equal access to education benefits not only girls and women but also their families and communities. Thus, equality of, access to, and attainment of a full and quality education is necessary for the betterment of society and women as agents of change.

4.7.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

Burma’s education system is in grave need of improvement due to decades of armed conflict and underinvestment. While there is a long tradition of widespread literacy, in recent history the Government’s investment in education has been anemic. For example, average spending on education between 2007 and 2012 was 1.3% of GDP, with only a slight increase to 1.5% of GDP in 2013 (compared to 20.3% in the Philippines in the same year). In order to make up for the funding gap, schools often charge students unofficial fees for educational materials and administrative costs. Many families in rural areas cannot afford to pay these fees and must take their children out of school. In border areas controlled by ethnic groups that have been mired in conflict, many schools remain closed and those that are open are often critically under-resourced—without books, and staffed by voluntary and untrained teachers.

The result is an education system that has failed consecutive generations. The average adult in Burma has received only 2.8 years of schooling, and roughly 10% of Burma’s children between ages five and nine are not enrolled in school. Of those who enroll, 12% do not complete the first school year, 19% will not complete more than five years of primary school, and roughly 20% complete secondary school.
These nationwide obstacles are amplified in the case of girls and women seeking to obtain an education. While the nationwide ratio of girls-to-boys in Burma’s primary schools is almost in parity, access to education varies markedly at the local and regional level. The level is higher in rural areas where there is attrition of boys into productive work—with ratios ranging from 98 girls to 137 girls per 100 boys. However, the opposite is true in urban areas with 87.8 girls per 100 boys. In the ethnic areas, girls’ education has been hampered by armed conflict and school attendance rates for rural girls are lower than their urban counterparts. These variations violate CEDAW’s requirement of women’s equal access to education and the elimination of traditional stereotypes of men’s and women’s roles in society.

Similarly, literacy rates between genders are much closer to parity at the national level than at the local and regional level. However, in both cases, women are less literate than men. According to the 2014 Census conducted by Myanmar’s Department of Population, the male literacy rate is 92.6%, while women’s literacy rates are only 86.9%. Low status and extreme isolation of many of Burma’s ethnic women contribute to female literacy rates as low as 38.3% (compared to 44.8% of men) in the conflict-ridden Eastern Shan state. As is the case with differentiated school attendance, the variation and general lower level of female literacy in Burma violates Burma’s obligations under CEDAW.

At the university level, differential admissions criteria are applied based on the applicant’s gender and specialization. That is, women applicants are required to earn significantly higher marks than men when seeking to study certain specializations, including medicine and engineering. These policies were put in place for specializations where women currently outnumber men and men are likewise required to earn higher marks than women to study specialization in which they outnumber women. While seemingly benign, in practice these differential admission criteria discourage women from exploring non-traditional fields and leave women with little incentive to pursue interest-based and career-oriented paths.

Women’s equal access to education is hindered by Burma’s culture of patriarchy and traditional gender stereotypes that place men’s education at a premium. When family resources are scarce and schools distant, families are more likely to educate their sons and have their daughter focus on homemaking activities. Even in school, the substance of what is taught is likely laden with historical gender roles, especially when taking into consideration that Burma’s current curriculum has not been assessed for gender stereotyping.

These gender stereotypes are intensified by the deep and long-lasting militarization in Burma. The Burma military has shaped gender roles in Burma’s society by reifying masculinity and marginalizing femininity. That is, the visibility and predominance of the military, and lack of women in it, reinforces the perception that women should take on submissive social roles. The result is that men are seen as the active contributors to society and educational opportunities for women and girls are subordinate to those for men and boys.

In 2008, the CEDAW committee noted several of these challenges and urged Burma to “enhance its compliance with Article 10 of the Convention and ensure that ‘education for all’ is realized.” It further encouraged the Government to “take steps to overcome traditional attitudes that in some rural areas constitute obstacles to girls’ and women’s education” and recommended “measures to ensure equal access of girls and women to all levels of education and retain girls in school.”

Burma’s Ministry of Education is currently in the thirteenth year of its “Thirty-Year Long-Term Education Development Plan.” The Plan is the most ambitious endeavor of the Ministry of Education, with six “core areas” and 36 separate development programs. The Plan’s ultimate goals are to generate qualitative development of higher education, contribute to national development, and preserve national identity and culture. However, none of the Plan’s “core areas,” nor any of the development programs, specially address gender and women’s access to education. As such, the Development Plan has not considerably improved women’s access to education and major adjustments should be made to ensure a gendered perspective to Burma’s education system.

In sum, Burma’s educational system is not in full compliance CEDAW. To be successful, NSPAW must recognize and aggressively dismantle the practical and cultural barriers to women’s equal access to education.
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4.7.3 ANALYSIS OF NSPAW

NSPAW’s education section mirrors CEDAW in its aim to “strengthen systems, structures and practices for ensuring access to quality formal and non-formal education for women and girls.” Encouragingly, the section calls for robust research and surveys on topics ranging from obstacles to women’s access to formal and non-formal education to women’s enrollment and completion rates. NSPAW also endeavors to raise awareness of the importance of women’s education and to eliminate customs that have historically been obstacles to women’s education.

However, NSPAW falls short of what is perhaps CEDAW’s most important educational mandate: that women receive the same quality and type of education and have the same potential to benefit from such education as men. Instead of viewing the issue in relation to the opportunities of men, NSPAW generally aims to improve women’s access to quality education. Importantly though, NSPAW could succeed in this aim and still have an educational system that marginalizes and discriminates against women. In short, even if NSPAW is wholly successful in implementing its educational goals, there is no guarantee that women will then have equal access to education as men as required by CEDAW.

Further, NSPAW fails to make any mention of how the Government intends to finance the NSPAW’s specific goals and aims. Suffice it to say, if these aims are to be achieved in any meaningful way and in light of historical underinvestment, the Government will need to substantially increase its investment in women’s education.

Finally, while NSPAW indicates that the Government is willing to address the topic of women’s education in a forthright manner, it contains few details of how the Government actually intends to meet its CEDAW obligation. That is, NSPAW is refreshingly ambitious in setting goals for ending discrimination against women in the education sector, but fails to include any concrete means to carry out these goals—particularly in light of the education realities facing Burma’s women. For example, NSPAW states that the Government will undertake “practical initiatives” focused on “the inclusion of human rights, sex and gender equality education in both formal and non-formal curricula” but fails to include details as to what such initiatives will include.

NSPAW’s deficiencies concerning equal access to education by women and girls are reflected in the Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee. For instance, despite inclusion of a generalized national strategy for access to education, there appears to be little description of how the Government plans to achieve access to education by women and girls on an equal basis with men. While the Government correctly identifies a critical need for research into the state of gender inequality in education, there is little additional information on actual strategic action for equal access to education to fill the gaps left open in NSPAW.

On education, NSPAW is a reasonable start. It is thematically encouraging but it is also, in fact, vague and missing important practical aspects of implementation and enforcement. In order to fully bring Burma in line with its CEDAW obligations, the Government must develop detailed implementation and enforcement measures to ensure NSPAW achieves its laudable goals.

4.7.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- The Government must guarantee that women are provided education on equal grounds to that of men, including by ensuring men and women attend school at the same rates, ensuring school curricula do not reinforce harmful gender stereotypes, and ensuring women have access to all levels and types of education.
- The Government must increase investment in education generally, and women’s education more specifically, in order to achieve NSPAW’s aims.
- The Government must develop and execute practical initiatives that provide detailed accounts of how NSPAW will be executed and implemented.
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4.8 WOMEN AND EMPLOYMENT (ARTICLE 11, GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 16, 17)

4.8.1 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

Discrimination in education, training, hiring, remuneration, vertical and horizontal mobility, all impede women's full economic and occupational life. Similarly, inflexible working conditions, lack of access to resources and inadequate sharing of family responsibilities further limit women's ability to participate in an economic life equal to that of men.

Recognizing this, CEDAW's Article 11 addresses comprehensively States parties' obligations to eliminate discrimination against women in employment and occupation. These obligations include ensuring that women have equal opportunities with men regarding their choice of profession and employment, guaranteeing women's rights to equal remuneration for work of equal value, social security, and protection of health and safety in the workplace. Article 11 also addresses the need to prevent discrimination against women on the grounds of marriage or maternity and to ensure their effective right to work.

Importantly, the Committee has repeatedly articulated its recommendation that States parties adopt temporary special measures in the field of employment to facilitate and ensure women's de jure and de facto equality.

Further, while States' reports rarely refer to the problem of unpaid women workers of family enterprises, States parties are obliged to quantify and include unremunerated domestic activities of women in the calculation of their gross domestic product.

As is true with all of the substantive topics covered by CEDAW, armed conflict aggravates and amplifies the challenges facing women. For example, while during conflict women take on roles held by men in the formal employment sector, it is not uncommon in post-conflict settings for women to lose formal-sector jobs and return to the household or to the informal sector. Also, in conflict areas, where female-headed households are common, women's survival is often subjugated to the demands of the armed forces.

In short, improved status in the national employment sector is crucial for long-term development of women's economic, and general, equality. This is reflected in CEDAW's numerous provisions relating to women and employment and States parties must keep this in mind when developing policies and strategies in furtherance of these provisions.

4.8.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

During the reign of the military junta, Burma's state-controlled economy stagnated, leading to widespread poverty and underdevelopment. Since 2011, Burma's quasi-civilian government has instituted economic reforms intended to stimulate the economy and attract foreign investment. Burma's abundant natural resources, young labor force and proximity to Asia's dynamic economies have attracted foreign investment, though investors have been hesitant to commit to an economy rife with corruption and underdeveloped infrastructure. Despite increased foreign investment, living standards have not improved for a majority of Burma's population and the country remains one of the poorest in Asia. The government has been slow to address underlying impediments to economic growth, which are the result of decades of neglect and mismanagement by the military junta, as well as the monopoly (for the military and cronies) on the mechanics of economic growth.

In spite of limited economic improvements, women's role in Burma's economy remains undervalued and underdeveloped, with low formal labor force participation.

Women's unremunerated work (specifically, work within the household) in caring for their families have not been included in the country's overall labor snapshot and few women in Burma currently have the luxury of choosing their field of employment or deciding whether or not to engage in paid work. Women's difficulty in accessing the economic benefits of a more open economy is the result of their lesser economic status, itself the result of complicated historic, cultural and geographic factors.
Militarization is one of the major factors negatively affecting women’s employment within Burma and the country’s decades of military rule have served to limit women’s employment opportunities. As part of militarization, the male-dominated military extended its control over the country’s political and economic institutions, effectively barring women from attaining positions of influence in government and negating much of the former economic independence and status. Further, because women have only been allowed to serve administrative or nursing functions in the military, they have been denied the employment, business and relationship-building opportunities created by active military status (thus available only to men). Militarization has also served to reinforce traditional paternalistic notions embedded in society regarding jobs that are not “appropriate” for women. These deeply embedded stereotypes and discriminatory cultural mores have led to a situation in which women are viewed as inferior and in need of protection rather than as valuable contributors to a vibrant economy.

Existing gender stereotypes, which identify women as mothers and homemakers, have proved especially resistant to change. Despite reforms, women are still responsible for the bulk of the housework and child-rearing activities, even when engaging in some other income-generating work outside the household. In fact, girls, unlike boys, are expected to help care for their younger siblings and perform household chores. While younger generations are divorcing themselves from these traditional stereotypes, housework is still considered the women’s domain, and it is rare to find households where tasks are shared equally—even when women are also employed outside the home. Restricted by their family responsibilities, women engage primarily in part-time work that can be done from the home or close to it (running small goods shops, sewing, making sweets and snacks for sale at nearby markets or schools). Cultural mores also consider it inappropriate or risky for women to work closely with men under certain conditions, for example late at night or with little supervision, apparently because in these situations, women are seen to be sexually vulnerable.

There are even specific areas where employment of women is prohibited outright. Paragraph 352 of the 2008 Constitution facially discriminates against women’s equal employment in stating, “the Union shall...not discriminate for or against any citizen of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, based on race, birth, religion, and sex. However, nothing in this Section shall prevent appointment of men to the positions that are suitable for men only.” Further, paragraph 59 of the 2008 Constitution sets out that the President and Vice-President “shall be well acquainted with the affairs of the Union” including “the military.” However, since women have not traditionally been allowed to serve actively in the military, this provision could be construed as disqualifying a woman to hold those offices.

In the employment fields in which women are well-represented, they are often poorly remunerated as compared to men and do not achieve high-ranking positions within the profession. For example, women make up more than 50% of judges throughout the country. However, men outnumber women by more than 2 to 1 in the High Courts and no women serve at the Supreme Court level. Further, as of June 2014 there are no women township administrators anywhere in Burma. Thus, even where women have been able to enter certain professions, they are excluded from positions of power within that profession. Finally, few women work in conditions that respect occupational safety, motherhood or women’s health generally. However, there are marginal signs of improvement. For example, the Social Security Act of 2012 provides maternity and paternity benefits to “insured workers” covered by the Act.

The situation is even more difficult for Burma’s rural women, where armed conflict has raged for decades. In rural areas, women have worked traditionally alongside men on the farm with very few wage-earning opportunities or opportunities to raise their standard of living. Armed conflict in rural ethnic areas, and its accompanying death of government programs and active attempts to sequester and starve out armed opposition groups, has negatively impacted the overall economic and employment situation in those areas. Further, human rights organizations report high amounts of prostitution and human trafficking among Burma’s women and children, indicating that meaningful employment is either unavailable or inaccessible.
Finally, and importantly, decades of ethnic conflict have negatively impacted the overall economic health of ethnic regions, and women’s economic and employment stability in particular. Even the implementation of ceasefires may not help improve women’s position within the economy, as men returning from conflict will resume their priority status. All these factors have combined to limit women’s economic and employment options, in violation of CEDAW’s Article 11.

In 2008, the CEDAW Committee acknowledged these issues and requested that Burma “ensure equal opportunities for women in the labour market, in accordance with article 11 of the Convention” and called on the Government to “review its labour laws and ensure that employment legislation applies to and is enforced in public and private sectors.”

Women’s employment opportunities have not improved, however, since 2008, even with the increased focus on foreign investment and the economy. The residual effects of decades of militarization, the continuation of ethnic conflicts, and deeply entrenched cultural stereotypes continue to inhibit women’s ability to meaningfully participate in the workforce. Therefore, women’s economic and professional opportunities remain woefully limited, in violation of CEDAW’s Article 11 requirements.

4.8.3 ANALYSIS OF NSPAW

NSPAW’s section on women’s equal access to employment states its main objective is to “strengthen systems, structures and practices to ensure fairness and equal rights for women in relation to employment, credit, resources, assets, and economic benefits.”

Promisingly, NSPAW demonstrates some understanding of the various challenges facing women and calls for nine different surveys on, amongst other things: women’s participation in the public and private economic sectors; the challenges women face in accessing economic opportunities; the situation of female migrant workers; and disparities in wages between women and men.

However, NSPAW is troublingly silent on the issue of gender and economic reform. Specifically, the Government’s focus on economic growth and foreign investment has, to date, been devoid of any gender component, including the use of temporary special measures to secure women’s share of the growth, and generally has ignored potential negative impacts for women.

Moreover, although NSPAW’s myriad surveys will help the Government understand the nature of the various challenges facing women and their employment, NSPAW lacks practical provisions on implementation. In fact, NSPAW’s implementation plan for its employment goals is limited to “practical initiatives” focused on “provid[ing] equal access to employment and resources.”

To be sure, NSPAW is to be applauded for its ambitious goals and calls for research on ending discrimination against women in the employment sector. However, in order to meaningfully achieve these goals, the Government must also outline and incorporate more detailed and deliberate strategies in addressing the value of domestic work, increasing accessibility of employment opportunities, and removing discriminatory stereotypes and practical barriers to women’s employment. Additionally, the Government must create a mechanism by which to measure the success of its various initiatives.

Unfortunately, the Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee offers little to improve on NSPAW’s shortcomings in the area of equal access to employment and other economic benefits. For instance, the periodic report relies on provisions of the 2008 Constitution as a primary means of ensuring gender equality in employment. However, as explained by the Government, under Burma law, “some placements are to positions that are suitable for men only in accordance with the situation of natural work-places (for example, in mining and petroleum), and women, therefore, cannot be appointed to those positions.” This view not only categorically discriminates against women with respect to employment in certain sectors, it also does so based on outmoded stereotypes as to the type of work women are able to perform, in violation of CEDAW.
As for domestic legislation for gender equality in employment, the periodic report asserts that “(8) laws related to women’s rights have been amended or enacted.” However, only the Social Security Law includes specific provisions related to women; the rest only relate to labor generally. Despite mention of statistics indicating modest growth in participation of women in Burma’s labor force, the periodic report, like NSPAW, does not provide specific, practical provisions concerning implementation of its international obligations in the realm of gender equality in employment. While setting ambitious goals is an essential part in ensuring improvement of women’s employment situation within Burma, NSPAW is substantively and functionally incomplete for want of a gender analysis of the growing economy and more concrete implementation provisions. Without taking these issues into consideration, it will be exceptionally difficult for the Government to bring the country in compliance with CEDAW’s article 11 requirements.

4.8.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- The Government must initiate studies, programs, and temporary special measures to better understand and ensure Burma’s economic growth, and that the Government’s focus thereon does not discriminate against women.

- The Government must develop and execute practical initiatives that provide detailed accounts of how NSPAW’s provisions relating to women’s employment will be executed and implemented. These should include temporary measures, incorporation of women’s unremunerated tasks into Burma’s gross domestic product, programs specifically geared toward ending harmful stereotypes relating to women’s economic life, and programs to ease the reintegration of men back into the economy after the armed conflict in a way that does not discriminate against women.

- The Government must undertake a review of the 2008 Constitution and other domestic legislation and amend or repeal any provisions that in purpose or effect discriminate against women in the realm of employment.
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4.9 WOMEN FACING MULTIPLE FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION (ARTICLES 2, 14, GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 24, 28, 30)

4.9.1 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

Recognizing that women’s experiences are not homogenous, CEDAW Article 2 requires that States parties take into account and address the multiple forms of discrimination that women face.1 Specifically, the Committee has found that:

- the discrimination of women based on sex and gender is inextricably linked with other factors that affect women, such as race, ethnicity, religion or belief, health, status, age, class, caste and sexual orientation and gender identity. Discrimination on the basis of sex or gender may affect women belonging to such groups to a different degree or in different ways than men. States parties must legally recognize and prohibit such intersecting forms of discrimination and their compounded negative impact on the women concerned and prohibit them.2

In this context, the Committee has identified groups that are "more vulnerable to multiple forms of discrimination with respect to education, health, social and political participation and employment," including women with disabilities, women belonging to ethnic or minority groups, rural women and migrant women.3 For example, in the context of health, the Committee has found that since the health status of women can vary, "special attention should be given to the health needs and rights of women belonging to vulnerable and disadvantaged groups."4 Similarly, with respect to women and girls affected by conflict, CEDAW requires that States parties address their rights and distinct needs.5 This is because, as the Committee has explained, "[w]omen are not a homogenous group and their experiences of conflict and specific needs in post-conflict contexts are diverse...discrimination against women is also compounded by intersecting forms of discrimination."6

Intersecting forms of discrimination can also exacerbate barriers to accessing justice. The Committee has found that vulnerable groups of women, including "rural women, indigenous women, migrant women, displaced or refugee women, elderly women, women with HIV/AIDS, women with disabilities and women belonging to ethnic or religious minorities" can face particular difficulties with respect to access to justice.7 Furthermore, belonging to a vulnerable group can result in "complicated legal status" which in turn impacts their access to rights and justice.8 On this basis, the Committee has found that "unregistered and irregular migrants, stateless women, refugees, and trafficked women may lack identity cards or may be excluded from legislative or constitutional rights guarantees."9

The Committee has also provided extensive guidance with respect to discrimination faced by rural women, which are established in CEDAW Article 14. Article 14 provides that States parties must take into account the "particular problems faced by rural women and the significant roles which rural women play in the economic survival of their families, including their work in the non-monetized sectors of the economy, and shall take all appropriate measures to ensure the application of the provisions of the present Convention to women in rural areas."10 This means full participation in development planning at all levels, access to adequate health care and educational programs and provisions, and access to agricultural credit loans and equal treatment in land resettlement schemes.11

In order to effectively address these multiple and intersecting layers of discrimination that women may face, CEDAW mandates not only the elimination of laws and policies which could directly and indirectly cause such discrimination, but that States parties also accelerate the achievement of substantive equality by these groups through the use of temporary special measures to eliminate "multiple forms of discrimination against women and its compound negative impact upon them."12 The Committee has operationalized this requirement and asks that States parties "address the implementation of the Convention with respect to different groups of women, in particular those subject to multiple forms of discrimination" in their reports to the Committee.13
4.9.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

CEDAW’s recognition that women can face multiple forms of discrimination is particularly important in considering women’s rights in Burma for several reasons. First, Burma has a varied geography with a large rural population. Second, demographically, the population is composed of over 100 different ethnicities and multiple religions. Third, prolonged conflict has decimated populations in certain areas and resulted in a large refugee and IDP population. Therefore, it is impossible to consider Burma’s compliance with CEDAW without first understanding the layers of discrimination and the disparity in experience this has, and continues, to cause. This section considers a sampling of the issues that lead to multiple forms of discrimination against women in Burmese society: rurality, ethnicity and religion (with the latter two being interrelated).

Roughly 70% of Burma’s population lives in rural areas, which have twice the poverty rate of Burma’s urban areas and limited infrastructure. As a result, those living in Burma’s rural areas have distinct challenges and needs that must be addressed. For example, UNICEF’s statistical set on Burma breaks out some of its data into rural and urban, including on access to water and sanitation facilities, health indicators such as the presence of skilled birth attendants and birth registration, and primary school attendance to name a few. In each of these categories the rural population fares far worse than the urban population. Accordingly, in 2008, the Committee wrote in its Concluding Observations that “[t]he Committee calls upon the State party to take the necessary measures to increase and strengthen the participation of women in designing and implementing local development plans and pay special attention to the needs of rural women by ensuring that they participate in decision-making processes and have improved access to, inter alia, health care, education and social services.”

Other major, and often interrelated, factors contributing to discrimination in Burma are ethnicity and religion. Burma is composed of a majority (two-thirds) Burman population and a minority composed of over 100 different ethnicities, with several major groups: Shan, Karen, Kachin, Rakhine, Mon, Kayah and Chin. With respect to religion, Burma is composed of a supermajority Buddhist population, constituting approximately 90% of the population and minority populations of Christians, Muslims and others, including animists. Some of the minority religions are linked to minority ethnic populations (Kachin and Christian, Rohingya and Muslim).

Discrimination against ethnic women in Burma cannot be understood without understanding the multifarious and intersecting factors imposed by Burma’s social and political landscape. Burma’s prolonged armed conflict is one such factor, with ethnic women being targeted for sexual violence, being excluded from ceasefire and peace negotiations (see infra section on Sexual Violence, Access to Justice and Political Participation of Women in Conflict) and bearing the brunt of displacement—all of which combine to compound the discrimination faced by ethnic women.

One ethnic group that has suffered particular discrimination is the Rohingya, a Muslim minority group in northern Rakhine State. According to the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar, the Rohingya face “systematic discrimination, which includes restrictions on the freedom of movement, on access to land, food, water, education and health care, and on marriages and birth registration.” For example, in February 2014, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) was forced to suspend its operations in Rakhine state (established in 1992) due to accusations of favoritism towards the Rohingya population. One report showed that within three weeks of the suspension of activities "anecdotal evidence and medical estimates show that about 150 of the most vulnerable have died . . . more than 20 of them pregnant women facing life-threatening deliveries . . . [MSF] had been the only way for pregnant women facing difficult deliveries to get a referral to a government hospital.” While MSF was permitted to resume activities in December 2014, the CEDAW Committee’s 2008 Concluding Observations on the issue still resonate, urging the Government to:

**urgently eliminate all forms of violence and discrimination against women in Northern Rakhine State and in particular to alleviate the heavy restrictions on the movement of residents within Northern Rakhine State, especially women and girls.**
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Committee further urges the State party to lift the orders concerning marriage authorization and restriction of pregnancy which violate the human rights of these women. The State party should also take effective measures to improve their access to primary health care and basic education.28

Further, the Government continually fails to recognize the Rohingya’s right to self-determination.29 The Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar has found that rather than validate Rohingya as an ethnic group the Government insists on classifying them as Bengali (linking their origin to Bangladesh, not Burma)30 because that "could allow a claim of indigenous status and corresponding rights under the [2008] Constitution."31 This refusal to recognize the Rohingya as a group is further demonstrated by the Government’s use of the term Bengali, not Rohingya, in its 2015 State Report to the Committee,32 as well as the exclusion of the term from the 2014 census, which resulted in the exclusion from the census of 1.2 million Rohingya in Rakhine State.33 It has also resulted in formal discrimination under the Citizenship Law of 1982.34 The Special Rapporteur has asserted that the Citizenship Law violates international human rights law, including Article 9 of CEDAW, and must be amended.35 In its 2008 Concluding Observations the CEDAW Committee called for the same36 and "urge[d] the State party to grant citizenship to residents, in particular the Muslims of Northern Rakhine State based on their long-standing ties to Myanmar, to allow these people, in particular the women, the full enjoyment of their human rights."37

The continued persecution of and discrimination against the Rohingya has resulted in a migration crisis, where in the first quarter of 2015, 25,000 people fled Burma and Bangladesh by sea under highly dangerous and deplorable conditions, resulting in at least 1050 deaths.38 The High Commissioner for Human Rights has stated that until the government addresses the institutional discrimination against the Rohingya population, “this precarious migration will continue...Whether fleeing persecution, discrimination, poverty or other human rights violations, or moving in search of decent work and a life with dignity, all migrants who take to the seas in such perilous circumstances are in need of protection.”39

Importantly, persecution faced by the Rohingya, based both on religion and ethnicity does not constitute all religious discrimination in the country. The US Commission on International Religious Freedom, which designates states “that engage in or tolerate particularly severe violations of religious freedom that are ongoing and egregious,”40 has listed Burma as a country of particular concern since 1999.41 In fact, the Government’s Ministry of Religious Affairs’ objectives themselves preclude the possibility of religious freedom in Burma—one objective being to “allow freedom of faith”, and the very next calling for the “purification, promotion and propagation of the Theravada Buddhist Sasana.”42

Recent legislation, in particular a package of four so-called “Laws on the Protection of Race and Religion,” threatens to further entrench widespread gender-based discrimination against women,43 in particular based on ethnicity or religion, in clear violation of the Government’s obligations under CEDAW. They are: (1) the Religious Conversion Bill; (2) the Buddhist Women’s Special Marriage Bill; (3) the Population Control Healthcare Bill; and (4) The Monogamy Bill.44 The Special Rapporteur on Minority Issues has stated that “these bills particularly discriminate against ethnic religious minorities and have the potential to fuel existing tensions in the country.”45

The Buddhist Women’s Special Marriage Bill aims to regulate interfaith marriage by imposing strict rules concerning the conduct of non-Buddhist men—and only men—towards their Buddhist wives, whose conduct is not addressed by the proposal.46 This law blatantly violates international norms protecting the rights of women to enter and fully participate in marriage on an equal basis with men.47 Moreover, by solely regulating the conduct of men with regard to women, it also reinforces negative prejudices and customs based on the supposed inferiority and superiority of women and men, respectively, and on stereotyped roles for women and men, in contravention of CEDAW.48

Meanwhile, the Population Control Health Care Bill provides for a 36-month “birth spacing” interval for women between child births.49 UN experts, who have expressed alarm at the passage of this law have cautioned that, “evidence shows that attempts to impose strategies aimed at ‘controlling population growth’ often disproportionately target marginalized and minority groups and can have discriminatory, coercive and punitive effects that go against basic rights and freedoms, particularly those of women.”50
The Religious Conversion Bill, which creates an onerous state regulated system for conversion violates the fundamental rights to freedom of religion under international human rights law. The Monogamy Bill, which criminalizes polygamy (which is already illegal under Burma’s Penal Code), as well as extramarital affairs, is also of serious concern. The head of the UN Working Group on Discrimination against Women has stated that “enforcement of laws criminalizing adultery often leads to discrimination and violence against women…experience shows that in practice, adultery legislation, imposes disproportional criminal liability on women.”

Rurality, ethnicity and religion are but a few of the multiple layers of discrimination faced by women in Burma (other issues include displacement, disability and age). They must be understood and actively addressed by the Government of Burma if it is to truly eliminate discrimination against women.

4.9.3 ANALYSIS OF NSPAW

There is not a section of NSPAW devoted to the needs of vulnerable women; however, there are limited references to their needs peppered throughout NSPAW. The needs of rural women are addressed throughout NSPAW. In particular, the section “Women and Livelihoods” sets as goals the “increase[d] the capacity of women in urban and rural areas to implement community-based initiatives by collaborating with women’s organizations” and “free or paid access for women in urban or rural areas to vocational training and marketable livelihoods that are relevant to location.” The needs of rural women are also mentioned in other sections such as “Women, Education and Training,” and “Women and Domestic Violence” which provide that specific services will be available and provided for both rural and urban women.

Despite the Government’s recognition that the needs of rural women extend across all sectors and that all services provided to urban women must also be extended to rural women, NSPAW includes no analysis of how implementation plans designed to reach rural women must differ from their urban counterparts. Without a framework that addresses the additional logistical hurdles of meeting the needs of women living far from urban centers, the Government will be unable to meet its CEDAW obligations. Additionally, NSPAW offers no definition of what the Government defines as rural. Such a definition is important for policy and planning purposes.

While NSPAW contains marginal protections for rural women, it barely addresses the needs of women belonging to ethnic or religious minorities. In the section on “Women and Human Rights” NSPAW notes the need to build “public awareness, including ethnic and minority groups, on the rights of women.” With respect to religious groups, NSPAW only commits to the “revision, development, and application of existing civil, religious, and customary laws so as to protect, promote and fulfill the human rights of women.” Finally, as in all its other sections, NSPAW calls for all surveys and studies to be disaggregated based on sex, age, ethnicity and location.

However, NSPAW’s failure to include specific action points on addressing the specific needs of vulnerable populations within each category of NSPAW shows that the Government is unprepared to address all of the various intersecting layers of discrimination faced by women belonging to ethnic and religious minorities. For example, as discussed by the Committee, vulnerable populations face specific challenges in areas such as health, access to justice, education and livelihoods. Accordingly, the implementation of any and all relevant sections of NSPAW must address their needs.

4.9.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- The Government must undertake a specific and targeted effort at understanding, addressing, and improving the special status and situation of vulnerable women subject to multiple forms of discrimination.
- The Government must provide specific information concerning its efforts to improve the status of rural women and
develop, implement and publish logistical information about how its policies will be designed to reach rural women, including by officially defining “rural” to ensure consistent policy promulgation.

- The Government must recognize the varying factors causing multiple discrimination against the country’s ethnic communities, specifically the armed conflict, the military’s targeting of ethnic women for sexual violence, ethnic women’s exclusion from the peace process, and the complications of internal displacement.

- The Government must end the systematic and institutional discrimination against the Rohingya, must recognize them as an ethnic group, amend Citizenship Law 1982 to bring it into compliance with CEDAW, and ensure their access to health and justice services by permitting unhindered humanitarian access to northern Rakhine State.

- The Government must repeal the “Race and Religion” laws.
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ELIMINATING NEGATIVE PRACTICES, STEREOTYPES, AND MEDIA PORTRAYALS (ARTICLES 5, 16, GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 21)

4.10 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

Social hierarchies viewing women as inferior to men exist. The paternalistic image of women only as child-bearers and -rearers, as weak, vulnerable and in need of protection, and as incompetent decision makers, and ignores women’s function as valuable and integral members of society. These traditional stereotypes bolster gender inequality in every facet of society, increasing the incidence of violence against women and putting women’s lives and health at risk.

One main purpose of CEDAW is to eliminate harmful gender stereotypes which often are so embedded within “language, images, practices, norms, and values,” that people may not even be aware that their social actions are furthering them. Specifically, under CEDAW Article 5, States parties must take appropriate measures to “modify the social and cultural patterns of conduct of men and women, with a view to achieving the elimination of prejudices and customary and all other practices which are based on the idea of the inferiority or the superiority of either of the sexes or on stereotyped roles for men and women.”

Ethnic, religious, and cultural traditions tend to further entrench stereotypical roles of women within society—particularly as it relates to women’s rights in marriage and family relations. Moreover, traditional concepts of gender are further embedded by antiquated and discriminatory laws, policies, and practices. Addressing the intersection of cultural practices and gender stereotypes, the Committee has emphasized that cultural traditions cannot undermine women’s inalienable and non-derogable human rights and cautions States parties to take “sufficient steps” to curb the effect of harmful practices. In short, regardless of customs, religion or traditions, women must be treated equally under the law.

Similarly, traditional gender norms can be intensified by media depictions of conventional gender and fixed parental roles. CEDAW recognized the importance of eliminating limiting or negative media stereotypes by requiring States parties to abolish discriminatory practices, including by “ensur[ing] that there are no damaging stereotypes in the media, in educational materials, and similar forms of expression, even when these are presented by private actors.”

General Recommendation 23 on women in political and public life further notes, “stereotyping, including that perpetrated by the media, confines women in political life to issues such as the environment, children and health, and excludes them from responsibility for finance, budgetary control and conflict resolution.”

Regarding stereotypes and marriage, CEDAW clarifies and reaffirms that men and women have the same rights to enter into marriage, same right to freely choose a spouse, and equal personal rights within the marriage. Because many marriage customs strengthen patriarchal social roles and impede women’s access to their rights, the Committee stresses “the serious emotional and financial consequences” potentially resulting from marriage and emphasizes the importance of States parties discouraging polygamy.

As a final point, it is important to note that fully and earnestly combatting negative stereotypes against women is crucial, not only to ensure women’s equal status within society as a general matter, but also to make advances in each of CEDAW’s other substantive areas (such as access to justice, political participation and education).

4.10.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

Traditional gender stereotypes are pervasive in Burma and are supported by religious, cultural, political, traditional, and customary practices. Women in Burma are generally understood to be secondary to men. They are perceived as weak, in need of protection, and incapable of making their own decisions. Typically viewed solely as mothers, wives and daughters, it is believed that women’s proper place is in the home. Conversely, men are considered to be
society’s natural decision-makers, leaders, and bread-winners. Deeply embedded in the country’s consciousness, traditional perceptions of women such as these create barriers that preclude women in Burma from seeking non-traditional life paths. Making the issue worse, these traditional and harmful stereotypes pervade all aspects of public and private life in Burma.

For instance, within Burma, notions of male superiority are often conceptualized in “Buddhist” terms, reinforcing the belief that gender stereotypes are entirely natural. For example, many of Burma’s Buddhists believe in hpon, or an innate spiritual superiority. Women are believed to be unable to possess hpon and therefore men’s possession of hpon makes them spiritually superior to women. Importantly, this notion of male spiritual superiority is often accepted by non-Buddhist, non-Burman ethnic communities, demonstrating the pervasiveness of deeply-embedded negative stereotypes of women.

Another factor contributing to the pervasiveness of harmful stereotypes of women in Burma is the country’s sixty years of conflict and militarization. The culture of militarism within Burma promotes a sense of hyper-masculinity, which creates and reinforces traditional perceptions of male and female roles in society and equates masculinity with the military’s physical force. That is, the military’s visibility within daily life and its dominant influence within political structures serve to embed stereotypical perceptions that women’s “proper” place in society is in the home and subordinate to that of men. What’s more, this militarization is not limited to areas and cultures controlled by the government. The sixty years of ethnic conflict has created a paradigm of masculine dominance and feminine subordination and unimportance in the country’s border and ethnic regions.

One way in which these stereotypes have manifested themselves in women’s experience in Burma is in men’s perceived entitlements to women’s lives, bodies and sexuality. For example, as discussed in the Violence Against Women section, Burma’s Penal Code does not prohibit marital rape (unless the victims is less than 14 years old), reinforcing the traditional notion that wives, and their sexuality, are the property of their husbands. Further, the “Laws on the Protection of Race and Religion” entrench widespread gender-based discrimination, including through propagation of harmful, negative stereotypes and practices concerning women. In particular, the Buddhist Women’s Special Marriage Bill regulates interfaith marriage by imposing strict rules concerning the conduct of non-Buddhist men—and only men—towards their Buddhist wives, whose conduct is not addressed by the proposal. This law blatantly violates international norms protecting the rights of women to enter and fully participate in marriage on an equal basis with men.

By solely regulating the conduct of men with regard to women, these laws reinforce negative prejudices and customs based on the supposed inferiority and superiority of women and men, respectively, and on stereotyped roles for women and men, in contravention of CEDAW. Such differential treatment of men and women is not only discriminatory, but also further entrenches the masculine notions that women are unable to make their own decisions and need protection.

Regarding media stereotypes, it must be kept in mind that media in Burma is largely controlled by the military-dominated government (and Government-aligned cronies) and is subject to numerous restrictive laws and draconian policies. For example, the 1950 Emergency Provisions Act bans content that would “affect the morality or conduct of the public or a group of people in a way that would undermine the security of the Union or restoration of law and order.” Additionally, the 2004 Electronics Transactions Law prohibits any individual or group from electronically sending information regarding government issues or national security, or messages of a cultural or economic nature. These restrictions on media can, and have, fueled the media’s traditional and conservative depiction of women. In other words, media depictions of women have long been subject to government control, itself informed by the militarism and masculinity prevalent in Burma’s culture.
Harmful practices and negative stereotypes of women extend beyond the examples presented here. However, due to an absence of research, studies, data, and other signifiers of the problem, data on such practices and stereotypes is lacking.

In its 2008 review of Burma, the Committee noted its concern regarding "the persistence of adverse cultural norms, practices and traditions as well as patriarchal attitudes and deep-rooted stereotypes regarding the roles, responsibilities and identities of women and men in all spheres of life . . . ." The Committee was further concerned that "such customs and practices perpetuate discrimination against women and girls, as reflected in their disadvantageous and unequal status in many areas, including in public life and decision-making and in marriage and family relations." The Government has not engaged in any meaningful efforts to combat negative or limiting stereotypes of women. Due to the broad-based and deeply-engrained character of negative gender stereotypes within Burma, it is crucial that NSPAW include thoughtful and comprehensive provisions designed to eliminate any notion of superiority between the sexes.

4.10.3 ANALYSIS OF NSPAW

NSPAW’s treatment of negative practices and stereotypes is discouragingly sparse and disparate. In a section on "The Girl Child," the Government asserts it will "implement community based awareness activities to reduce and eliminate customs, superstitions and belief that are obstacles to girls’ advancement...." in "Women and Human Rights," NSPAW calls for implementation of "[n]ational statistics, surveys and information management systems related to the analysis of data on the status of human rights including the areas of marriage and inheritance." While "awareness activities" and "information management" are steps in the right direction, they are not nearly robust enough to combat the discriminatory perceptions women are subject to in all parts of Burma’s society. More concrete and deliberate steps must be taken to uproot patriarchy in Burma and establish women’s equal rights in the social, economic, cultural, religious and political spheres.

Recognizing the importance of the role that the media plays in addressing stereotypes, NSPAW devotes a section to "Women and the Media", stating that "[t]he key objective is to develop and strengthen systems, structures and practices for the media to promote the advancement of women, and to raise public awareness about women’s rights and their contribution to society." NSPAW also indicates its intention to "raise awareness of media professionals of the need to reduce gender stereotyping and discrimination against women in their workplaces." While such awareness campaigns are encouraging, reform of the tight strictures on press freedom are necessary to ensure the media’s ability to reduce gender stereotyping and to break the Government’s influence over portrayals of women. To this end it should be noted that while recent progressive developments are welcome, none of them are specifically designed to combat negative stereotypes of women—more media voices does not necessarily mean gender-sensitive voices.

Regrettably, the Government’s 2015 periodic report to the CEDAW Committee is similarly lacking in specific, action-oriented, and measurable steps towards practical implementation. While acknowledging the need for more specific strategies and more effective public awareness on eliminating social and cultural gender discrimination norms, the periodic report offers little more than vaguely-described "awareness raising programs" and "development tasks" in coordination with unspecified civil society partners. Moreover, in the periodic report, the Government appears to suggest that given Burma’s diversity of races, cultures, customs, traditions, and religions, substantial and comprehensive research on gender-related norms and practices is a necessary first step towards eliminating negative practices, stereotypes, and media concerning women and girls. However, while the undertaking of such research is clearly important, it must not preclude immediate steps towards elimination of harmful gender stereotypes that exist nationwide in all aspects of social and cultural life.
Because traditional, and discriminatory, gender roles are so deeply ingrained, a more direct and visible effort to ensure women’s equal rights is necessary. If Burma is to fulfill its CEDAW obligation to modify cultural patterns to eliminate gender stereotypes, implementation of NSPAW must directly take on Burma’s culture of patriarchy, male supremacy, and feminine vulnerability, as well as the pervasive cultural impact of the military.

4.10.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- Taking into consideration the deep-seeded and ubiquitous nature of antiquated and harmful perceptions of women, the Government must develop more aggressive programs to undermine existing gender stereotypes in social, familial, economic, cultural and political spheres.

- The Government must undertake a comprehensive review of all domestic legislation for gender sensitivity and to ensure no *de jure or de facto* promulgation of negative stereotypes, including implications that women are inferior to men, in need of protection, cannot be trusted, or belong solely in the home.

- The Government must remove restrictions on the media, loosen its control over media content and ensure that diverse voices are able to erode traditional perceptions of women in culture within Burma.
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4.11 LACK OF PRECISE AND DISAGGREGATED DATA
(Article 18, General Recommendation 9)

4.11.1 RELEVANT CEDAW GUIDANCE

In order to assess how effectively States parties are complying with CEDAW mandates, they must submit periodically
to the Committee “a report on the legislative, judicial, administrative or other measures which they have adopted to
give effect to the provisions of the present Convention and on the progress made in this respect.”1 In these reports,
States parties must “include specific data and statistics disaggregated by sex.”2 States parties must also “make every
effort to ensure that their national statistical services responsible for planning national censuses and other social and
economic surveys formulate their questionnaires in such a way that data can be disaggregated according to gender,
with regard to both absolute numbers and percentages, so that interested users can easily obtain information on the
situation of women in the particular sector in which they are interested.”3

The Committee considers this disaggregated statistical information “absolutely necessary in order to understand the
real situation of women” in each State party.4 The availability of precise and disaggregated data is recognized as a
crucial tool for assessing the extent to which women enjoy the equality guarantees at the heart of CEDAW. But this
up-to-date data is also necessary to allow policymakers to develop, implement, and monitor policies and programs
that will provide effectively for women’s substantive equality and eliminate discrimination.5 Without accurate and cur-
rent statistical measures, policymakers do not have the tools to provide the types of equality and non-discrimination
protections required by CEDAW.

4.11.2 BURMA SPECIFIC CONTEXT

In Burma, reliable data regarding even basic statistical measurements is difficult to come by.6 The Government has
not routinely collected demographic data; in fact, the basic census undertaken in 2014 was the first in over 30 years.7
The Government’s data collection system suffers from a number of short-comings. The data collection authority, the
Central Statistical Organization (the “CSO”), is highly decentralized, with the Government relying on data provision at
the local and district level.8 Moreover, the CSO is under-staffed and therefore cannot provide the type of quality control
that would guarantee reliable data nor does it control the release of data, which is dictated by the relevant ministry.9

These shortcomings are a result of successive military governments’ failure to prioritize the collection of statistical
measures. Previous governments used data as a tool to justify and perpetuate their rule rather than as a method to
provide an accurate snapshot of the political, economic and social realities in the country.10 Moreover, they isolated
the country internationally and prohibited access to data and rural areas in order to consolidate total control over in-
formation.11 The Government spent a disproportionate amount on the military, drawing funds away from social spend-
ing which negatively impacted the collection of data.12 Therefore, it is unclear if even the authorities inside Burma have
ever had an accurate understanding of the current or historical domestic situation.13

This data deficit meant that at times useful statistical measures were unavailable due to lack of empiric data from
the Government. For example, the Multidimensional Poverty Index to measure deprivations in education, health, and
standard of living could not be calculated in certain years.14 With respect to gender data, UNFPA could not calculate
important gender-related indexes due to inadequate gender statistics.15

The military junta often presented unreliable data that would not seem to bear scrutiny, in part to obfuscate a situation
which might present the country in a bad light.16 For example, it claimed that just days after a devastating cyclone hit
Burma in 2008 that over 90% of the population turned out to approve, by a margin of 93%, the 2008 Constitution.17
The Government has routinely manipulated other statistics to serve its own purposes, such as to cover up corruption.18
Without consistent access to reliable data, planners cannot make informed decisions - for example about where to locate roads, schools, health facilities and other essential infrastructure - and cannot form an accurate picture of the actual in-country conditions. Moreover, evaluators do not have information to assess the efficacy of programs. This data deficit especially impacts CEDAW implementation, because trustworthy, accurate, and disaggregated data regarding the status of women in the country is crucial to developing and assessing effective policies and programs to ensure equality and combat discrimination.

Burma’s inability to provide reliable and disaggregated data on the conditions facing women in the country has been highlighted by international review committees. The 2008 Concluding Observations noted, “the information provided in the report in many aspects was too general and lacked the disaggregated data pertaining to, inter alia, the various ethnic groups, as requested in the previous concluding observations, necessary to permit the Committee to evaluate the specific situation of women.” The Committee requested that Burma “strengthen its system of data collection...to assess trends in the situation of women and of progress towards women’s de facto equality, and to allocate sufficient budgetary resources for that purpose” as well as to provide disaggregated data “indicating the impact of policy and programmatic measures, obstacles encountered and the results achieved.” In another instance, the 2009 Special Report to the Human Rights Commission of the UN stated, “it is clear that the Government of Myanmar recognizes the existence of various forms of violence against women in Myanmar, but lacks accurate data to define comprehensively the situation across the country.” Burma’s desire to be more fully integrated into the international community will require greater responsiveness in providing the type of data necessary to evaluate Burma’s compliance with CEDAW and other international standards.

The transition to a quasi-civilian government and greater cooperation with international organizations has no doubt improved the availability of statistical measures. For example, as mentioned above, perhaps due to international pressure and with international support, the current government has taken steps to gather basic demographic information, in particular by preparing a national census (the first since 1983). Unfortunately, in preparing the census, the Government failed to consult with various ethnic and religious groups, leading to a census that many minority groups viewed with suspicion. Preliminary results have been released and indicate a gap between government estimates and on the ground realities; for example, the overall population is 51.4 million, about 10 million fewer than expected. The execution and results of the census raise questions about the reliability and seriousness of government efforts to gather statistical information, and highlights the weakness of government data and collection systems.

4.11.3 ANALYSIS OF NSPAW

NSPAW recognizes the importance of collecting precise and disaggregated data, using language similar to that in the 2008 Concluding Observations. For each of the twelve issues NSPAW addresses, it asserts explicitly the need to collect data disaggregated by sex, age, ethnicity, and location. Unfortunately, since the Government has neglected to collect this type of data in the past, no institutional mechanism exists for executing these studies. Therefore, important questions relating to how, when and by whom this data will be collected remain unanswered.

In total, NSPAW calls for an ambitious plan to conduct 58 surveys, covering an extraordinary range of issues: five surveys on livelihood opportunities for women; five surveys on women’s education; five surveys on women’s health; four surveys on violence against women; three surveys on women’s access to emergency services; nine surveys on women’s economic standing; three surveys on women in decision-making roles; three surveys on institutional mechanisms for the advancement of women; seven surveys on fulfillment of women’s rights; five surveys on women’s portrayal in the media; four surveys on women and the environment; and five surveys on the rights of female children.
Some surveys that NSPAW outlines are a direct response to requests for more detailed information in the 2008 Concluding Observations. For example, NSPAW research to be conducted regarding women’s opportunities for livelihood and their economic standing should provide direct responses to many questions posed by the 2008 Concluding Observations. On the other hand, NSPAW’s surveys will not respond to other Committee requests for data, such as regarding complaints filed with the Myanmar Women’s Affairs Federation. Some of these deficiencies may be met by other surveys, but without a clear plan of execution, it is hard to know how comprehensive each survey will be.

While NSPAW outlines a robust system of data collection, the language used in NSPAW is boilerplate and not specifically tailored to each issue. For example, data regarding women with disabilities will determine only their economic opportunities not the social and cultural barriers they face. Furthermore, the former military regime often made spurious statistical assertions in the past, and it is impossible to know whether the current Government will provide a better overall picture of the situation or be able to convince the military to support the process of data collection (including by guaranteeing access to all areas of the country). Given the problems relating to the census, executing an ambitious plan for 58 separate surveys will require considerable coordination and political will, as well as the establishment of capable institutional mechanisms to gather such a vast array of information. But without proper mechanisms of collection, it will be impossible to have a true picture of the status of women’s substantive equality in Burma.

The Government’s 2015 periodic report to the Committee is equally underwhelming. The Government includes a considerable amount of statistics and figures purporting to show progress in implementation of CEDAW obligations. However, a substantial portion of the those statistics and figures are not disaggregated as to gender-related impacts, nor do they adequately reflect the complexities concerning gender discrimination across lines of ethnicity, geographic location, or socio-economic status.

4.11.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

- The Government must designate or create institutional mechanisms charged with competently and comprehensively carrying out NSPAW’s 58 surveys in a transparent, inclusive manner that is in accord with prevailing best practices.
- The Government must both specify in greater detail the issues to it plans to survey pursuant to NSPAW, and, where too narrow, must broaden any given survey’s scope to include issues originally overlooked (e.g. social and cultural barriers must be incorporated into the survey on obstacles to women’s employment).
- The Government must account for and include follow up surveys, studies and data collection to monitor the ongoing status of women in Burma.
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5. Recommendations

Adoption of a Legal Definition of Discrimination (Articles 1, 2)

- The Government must immediately adopt a legal definition of discrimination against women that is in conformance with CEDAW, either in the form of an amended constitutional provision or enacted through anti-discrimination legislation.

- The Government must repeal or amend specific provisions of the 2008 Constitution that affirmatively embody legalized discrimination against women as a matter of law, including Article 352, and revise constitutional provisions constituting discrimination in effect, including Articles 109 and 141.

- The Government must ensure that any definition of discrimination in existing laws, including the 2008 Constitution and any existing legislation, reflects the notion of substantive equality by encompassing both discrimination as a matter of law and discrimination in effect, as well as discrimination in the public and private spheres.

Access to Justice (Articles 2, 15, General Recommendations 21, 28)

- The Government must ensure that, in implementing legal measures to eliminate discrimination against women and establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men, any laws prohibiting gender discrimination must embody legal or other material consequence for those who violate them, including sanctions for perpetrators of gender discrimination. Moreover, it must ensure the effective legal enforcement of women’s entitlement to enjoy rights on an equal basis with men and the availability of legal remedies for women who experience gender-based discrimination.

- The Government must ensure the non-biased and non-discriminatory administration of justice and the actual, practical capacity of women to access courts and tribunals on an equal basis with men. In doing so, the Government must guarantee an independent, impartial, and effective judiciary that is free from not only political influence or interference, but also from prejudices or stereotypical gender notions about the role of women. Specifically, this must include reform of constitutional provisions concerning presidential power of appointment and removal of judges, in order to ensure that members of the judiciary are not reliant on the military’s influence over the President for their appointments. Moreover, the Government must ensure that judges at all levels are adequately trained in women’s rights and the provisions of CEDAW, including through training for the judiciary to ensure appropriate sensitization to gender inequality.

- The Government must ensure that any national human rights mechanism, including the MNHRC, is in full compliance with the Paris Principles on the Status of National Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights. In particular, the MNHRC must be given adequate funding to provide for its own staff and premises, and members must take office through an official government act specifying their tenure. Moreover, women must enjoy easy access to all MNHRC services for the protection of their rights and the composition of MNHRC members and staff must be gender balanced at all levels.

- The Government must ensure that domestic laws—including traditional, customary, tribal or religious laws—may never be used as justification for failures to carry out its CEDAW obligations. The Government must therefore harmonize its civil, religious and customary law to be in conformance with CEDAW.

- The Government must ratify the Optional Protocol to CEDAW, thereby recognizing the competence of the CEDAW Committee to receive and consider complaints from women, as individuals or groups, who complain of gender discrimination.
**Participation of Women in Decision-Making (Article 7, General Recommendations 23, 25)**

- The Government must increase women’s participation in decision making in legislative, judicial, and executive bodies by installing temporary special measures and quotas guaranteeing at least 30% female representation, removing structural legal barriers (including those contained in the 2008 Constitution) executing major improvements to women’s access to education, livelihood, and health opportunities, and disassembling paternalistic cultural stereotypes and customary laws.

- The Government must draft new laws and administrative procedures to ensure women’s equal participation at the policymaking level, and amend laws that act as structural impediments to women’s achievement.

- The Government must guarantee and facilitate broader inclusion, input and incorporation of grassroots and women’s organizations in decision-making.

**Violence against Women (General Recommendation 19)**

- The Government must enact new legislation guaranteeing comprehensive protection from all forms of violence against women, including emotional, economic, domestic and sexual violence (including marital rape), as well as sexual assault and sexual harassment. The new legislation should also provide clear criminal penalties, civil remedies, rehabilitation and reparations in all cases of violence against women.

- The Government must amend its existing laws relating to violence against women, including provisions of the Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Evidence Act, to ensure such laws adhere to prevailing international standards, removing antiquated notions of family and sexual violence, and guarantee justice in the form of criminal punishment, victim rehabilitation and reparations.

- The Government must ensure that its laws respect the integrity and dignity of women who have experienced gender-based violence. This must include repealing any procedural and evidentiary provisions of the Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Evidence Act that violate the integrity and dignity of women during the investigation and prosecution of cases involving violence against women.

- The Government must combat Burma’s culture of victim blaming including by establishing protective measures and support services for victims of violence women and implementation of gender-sensitive training of judicial and law enforcement officers and other public officials in connection with cases of violence against women.

**Sexual Violence, Access to Justice, and Political Participation of Women in Conflict and Post-Conflict Settings (General Recommendations 28, 30)**

- **Sexual Violence in Conflict and Post-Conflict Settings**
  - The Government must acknowledge the military’s historical and ongoing use of sexual violence in conflict and prohibit sexual violence in conflict, by state and non-state actors, through legislation, policies, protocols and a zero tolerance policy.
  - The Government must adopt gender sensitive investigation procedures and trainings for police, military, and other government personnel.

- **Addressing Impunity for Perpetrators of Sexual Violence**
  - The Government must amend the 2008 Constitution to dispose of its provisions securing impunity for military personnel who commit sexual violence in conflict, including sections 445 and 343(b).
  - The Government must amend its existing laws relating to violence against women, including provisions of the Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Evidence Act, to ensure such laws adhere to prevailing international standards, removing antiquated notions of family and sexual violence, and guarantee justice in the form of criminal punishment, victim rehabilitation and reparations.
- The Government must prosecute all perpetrators of sexual violence in conflict, regardless of rank, according to international stands and in accordance with its obligations under UN Security Council Resolutions.
- The Government must undertake a vetting program to ensure that those sitting in government offices, legislature, or judicial appointments were not participants or perpetrators of the military’s campaign of sexual violence in conflict.

• Participation of Women in Post-Conflict Transition
- The Government must ensure women’s equal participation at ongoing peace processes, including by the use of quotas and temporary special measures.
- The Government must incorporate gender issues and women’s rights into peace negotiation agendas and ongoing processes.
- The Government must guarantee women’s access to justice by guaranteeing there will be no amnesties for gender-based crimes during the conflict.

**Women and Health (Article 12, General Recommendation 24)**
- The Government must expand NSPAW’s goal on women’s health to ensuring women’s equal access to health care.
- In concert with ensuring women’s equal access to health care, the Government must increase funding dedicated to strengthening the national health care system, including in training medical professionals, improving technology, broadening access to facilities and medications, and ensuring private providers administer aid in line with Burma’s international obligations.
- The Government must dedicate special attention and resources to reducing the unacceptably high maternal mortality rate, including increasing the number of midwives and facilities capable of handling obstetric emergencies.
- The Government must eliminate barriers to women’s access to reproductive health care, including by repealing the Penal Code provision criminalizing abortion, and any other legislative requirements impeding a woman’s autonomy over her body and her health.

**Women and Education (Article 10)**
- The Government must guarantee that women are provided education on equal grounds to that of men, including by ensuring men and women attend school at the same rates, ensuring school curricula do not reinforce harmful gender stereotypes, and ensuring women are have access to all levels and types of education.
- The Government must increase investment in education generally, and women’s education more specifically, in order to achieve NSPAW’s aims.
- The Government must develop and execute practical initiatives that provide detailed accounts of how NSPAW’s provisions on women’s education will be executed and implemented.

**Women and Employment (Article 11, General Recommendations 16, 17)**
- The Government must initiate studies, programs, and temporary special measures to better understand and ensure Burma’s economic growth, and that the Government’s focus thereon does not discriminate against women.
- The Government must develop and execute practical initiatives that provide detailed accounts of how NSPAW’s provisions relating to women’s employment will be executed and implemented. These should include temporary measures, incorporation of women’s unremunerated tasks into Burma’s gross domestic product, programs specifically geared toward ending harmful stereotypes relating to women’s economic life, and programs to ease the reintegration of men back into the economy after the armed conflict in a way that does not discriminate against women.
- The Government must undertake a review of the 2008 Constitution and other domestic legislation and amend or repeal any provisions that in purpose or effect discriminate against women in the realm of employment.
Women Facing Multiple Forms of Discrimination (Articles 2, 14, General Recommendations 24, 28, 30)

- The Government must undertake a specific and targeted effort at understanding, addressing, and improving the special status and situation of vulnerable women subject to multiple forms of discrimination.
- The Government must provide specific information concerning its efforts to improve the status of rural women and develop, implement and publish logistical information about how its policies will be designed to reach rural women, including by officially defining “rural” to ensure consistent policy promulgation.
- The Government must recognize the varying factors causing multiple discrimination against the country’s ethnic communities, specifically the armed conflict, and the military’s targeting of ethnic women for sexual violence, ethnic women’s exclusion from the peace process, and the complications of internal displacement.
- The Government must end the systematic and institutional discrimination against the Rohingya, must recognize them as an ethnic group, amend Citizenship Law 1982 to bring it into compliance with CEDAW, and ensure their access to health and justice services by permitting unhampered humanitarian access to northern Rakhine State.
- The Government must repeal the “Race and Religion” laws.

Eliminating Negative Practices, Stereotypes, and Media Portrayals (Articles 5, 16, General Recommendation 21)

- Taking into consideration the deep-seeded and ubiquitous nature of antiquated and harmful perceptions of women, the Government must develop more aggressive programs to undermine existing gender stereotypes in social, familial, economic, cultural and political spheres.
- The Government must undertake a comprehensive review of all domestic legislation for gender sensitivity and to ensure no de jure or de facto promulgation of negative stereotypes, including implications that women are inferior to men, in need of protection, cannot be trusted, or belong solely in the home.
- The Government must remove restrictions on the media, loosen its control over media content and ensure that diverse voices are able to erode traditional perceptions of women in Burma’s popular culture.

Lack of Precise and Disaggregated Data (Article 18, General Recommendation 9)

- Given the Government’s history of providing scant and/or very unreliable data, the government must conduct NSPAW’s 58 surveys in a transparent manner that is in accord with prevailing best practices.
- The Government must both specify in greater detail the issues to it plans to survey pursuant to NSPAW, and, where too narrow, must broaden any given survey’s scope to include issues originally overlooked (e.g. social and cultural barriers must be incorporated into the survey on obstacles to women’s employment).
- The Government must designate or create institutional mechanisms charged with competently and comprehensively carrying out NSPAW’s 58 surveys.
- The Government must account for and include follow up surveys, studies and data collection to monitor the ongoing status of women in Burma.